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iThe work described herein was performed by the General Electric
Company under the sponsorship of the National Aeronautics and Space
and Administration under ,ontrant NAS 3-6_7h. The program was con-
ducted during the period of , 196to January, 1972.
Mr. J. Holowach was responsible for the design_ instrumentation,
and initial operation of the experiment. Preparation of the specifi-
cations for the purchase of the refractory alloy materials and perform-
ance of the quality assurance testing required prior to the release of
the material for fabrication were the responsibility of Mr. R. G. Prank.
Messrs. W. R. Young, P. A. Blanz, H. Mann, and C. North con-
tributed to the fabrication aspectsof the program. Messrs. R. B. Hand,
L. E. Dotson, and S. A. Roof were responsible for the purification,
handling, and sampling of the a!kali metals used in the loop test.
Messrs. H. Bradley and L. A. Paian performed the chemical analyses. Dr,
T. F. Lyon was responsible for the calibration of the partial pressure
analyzer and the interpretation of the spectra obtained during test
operation. Messrs. T. P. Irwin and A. C. Losekamp inatrumented the loop
and operated the loop during the 500S-hour t_,st. Mr. Irwin was also
responsible for the disassembly of the loop following test and the prep-
aration of specimens for chemical, metallographic, and mechanical eval-
uation. Mr. G. R. Anderson performed the X-ray diffraction analyses.
Messrs. J. P. Smith and G. P. Brandenburg performed the metallurgical
interpretation and evaluation results.
The program was .,dministeredfor the General Electric Company by
Mr. E. E. Hoffman. ,.. J. Holowach acted as Program Manager during the
design instrumentation and test initiation phases of this program. Mr.
R. W. Harrison acted as Program Manager for the test operation phase of
the program. Messrs. P. L. Stone and R. L. Davies were the Technical
Managers for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
In keeping with NASA policy, The International System of Units
(8.I. units) are used as the prime units in this report. However, most
of the measurements were actually made using more customary domestic
engineering units which are included as the secondary units in this
report.
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The affect at 10_0'C (1900*F) flowing lithium on ASTAR 8110
(Ta-BW-_f-0,0250) ABTAR811CN (Ta-SW-1Re-,O12 C-.012N), W-Mo-Re
alloy R_6 (W-2_ a/o Re-30 a/o Mo) and on T-Ill (TE-SW-2Hf) clad
uranium nitride fuel element specimens was studied in & pumped loop,
The test loop was run for a total of 7_00 hours with a scheduled shut-
down at R_00hours to insert new fuel element specimens. The purpose
of the test was to determine the suitability of the selected materials
to perform satisfactorily from a chemical compatibility standpoint.
The results of the 7_00 hour test indicated that no chemio_
attack occurred in the refractory alloys under test and the operating
temperature of the test did not cause any significant transfer of
interetitials from the carbon and carbon-nitrogen strengthened tantalum
alloys. The sim_tlated nuclear fuel elements were evaluated at the Lewis
Research and there was no chemical attach noted &_cer the e_posure to
lithium,
The evaluation conducted on the test loop material and the ad-
vanced refractory alloys included metallographic and chemical analysis
test. The evaluations revealed no adverse chemical attack.
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INTRODUCTION
This report describes the design, fabrication, operation, and
eveluation of a T-ill alloy, 10_0*C (190C*_) pumped-llthlum loop,
The primary purpose of this test program was %o evaluate, in high-
velocity molten lithium, the long-term corrosion rer;istan_eoP T-Ill-
clad UN fu_l element specimens such as must be used _n a space nuclear
power system (such as that described in ref. i). The test was operated
in two parts. In the initial 2500 hours of testing, three sound, sim-
ulated fuel element specimens were tested. At the end of this period,
the loop was shut down, and the fuel element test section removed. One
of the original fuel specimens was replaced with another e'und specimen.
Another of the original specimens was replaced with a specimen which
had a machlned-in longitudinal defect 6mm long x O.O007mm wide (_ inch
long x 0.003 inch wide). The loop was then reassembled and operated
an additional 5000 hours.
In addition to the fuel element specimens, the loop also con-
taine.L spe:tmen coupons for posttest tensile eve_uation of the re-
fra. „æ„alloys ASTAR 811CN, ASTAR 811C, and W-Re-Mo alloy 256.
_so, the corrosion test section contained cylinders of ASTAR 811C,
ASTIR 811CN, and T-111 alloys for evaluation of corrosion resistance.
All of these specimens were contained in the loop for the total 7500
hours of operation.
At the completion of the 7500 hours' testing, the loop was dis-
assembled, all specimens were evaluated, and some of the loop compo-
nents also were evaluated. Most of the evaluation results are des-
cribed in this report. However, the simulated fuel pins were evaluated
at the NASA-Lewis Research Center, and the results of ';h. evaluation
are described in references 2 and 3.
, , ,,,,,, •
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LOOPDEBZQN
The pri,_r¥ test objective was to de_ermlne the corrosion re-
sistance of T-lll-clad fuel specimens and several advanced a12oys to
pumped hlgh-velocit¥ lithium in a forned-clrou_ation test loop. The
pr_nclpal design criteria are summarised in Table i.
The loop was designed to operate for 7900 hours at a maximum
temperature of lO_O'C (1900°F) with a temperature gradient of M0°C
(_O°F) in the heat re_ection section of the loop. The fuel specimen
tee% section was designed so that it could he removed from the loop
after the initial 2500 hours of operation and one of the three fuel
_pecimens could be replaced with a fuel specimen containing a defect
tn the cladding. The test section then could he welded hack into the
l_op and the test continued for an additional 5000 hours.
The loop is illustrated in the isometric drawing, Figure 1, which
show_ the relative position and orientation of the principal loop
components. A schematic diagram of the loop at design steady-sta_e
operating conditions is shown in Figure 2. With the exc,_ptionof the
Cb-iZr surge tank, the loop was fabricated from T-Ill alloy, and i%
contained the following test specimens:
I. Tensile test specimens" (AgTAR 811C, ASTAR 811CN, W-Re-Mo
Alloy256
(W-25 a/o Re-30 a/o Mo).
2. Corrosion specimens (T-111, ASTAR 811C, ASTIR 811CN)°
3. Fuel specimens (T-lll-clad).
T-Ill (Ta-gW-2Hf), ASTAR 811C (Ta-gW-IHf-0.025C), ASTAR 611CN
(Ta-8- f-0.012c-o.o12 )
The principal components of the loop and their functions are
described below:
A.  LEC SOMAG m  CPU P
A helical induction electrome_netic pump with a T-Ill ai_oy duct
clrculated liquid lithium at a flow rate of 105 K_/hr (_36 pounds per
hour) at an inlet temperature of IO00°C (1820_F). The duct was wrapped
wi_h Cb-iZr foal insulation and enclosed _n a stainless steel can which
was welded to a i0 cm (_-inch) diameter port on the vacuum chamber
_ompleting the vacuum-tight enclosure around the T-Ill alloy du_. The
pump stator was mounted on an overhead trolley that allowed it to slide
over the stainless steel can. The electrical windings of the stator
were air-cooled by a blowe_ mounted on the stator casing.
Bo L_.THIUMHEATER
The electrieai resistance lithium heater consisted of two sections
of ,9_ cm (0.37_-inch) OD x .016 ca (O.065-inch) wall T-Ill tubing
wound in a iO cm (_-ineh) diameter coil, At crnh end o_ the heater and
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at the center, a 2,_); cm _l-Anch) d_ame_er sec, tJon w_. butt-we_ded to
the %u'oe| _s a support _,nd for the .t.t,a,_n_nt or' the electrodes. The
electrodes, which are nt_t in cent-or w_th l_th_um, were m_de tr_'n un-
alloyed tantalum, A _0-kw _a_u,,0thle-c.,'._'_,earu_r wlth s hiAh-c_,_r,ent,
stepdOWn transformer w#. used to m_pp_y _'J_etr0ctL_ power t,, the ,],_th:l_
heater, ".'he heater wan de_:lm_cd t,_, _,p,_,,'+,t. _t _ 1Lt.hium exAt temper,,-
ture of 10_0'C (1900=F) in ute_dF-st_r _per_1_on. A .03L_em (O._;_5-
inch) diameter, T-II$ ,_l.Loyrod tnnert ws=t welded _t_e_,,_hheater c,oll
to increase the loe_l lithium velnclty to 3m/_ee (i0 feet per see).
C. FUEL SPECIMEN TEST SECTION
A section of t_:e loop at the ex|t of the. _Jth_um heater wa_ de-
signed to contain thlec T-lll-clad fuel _e_%, _q_e,_Imensin series as
shown in Figure 3. The fuel specimens are 1,9 (m (0.75 inch) in
diameter and h,5 cm (1.79 inches) 3on_ ln(":m_inG the end cap_. Two
Mo-TZM corrosion specimens were used to (_ent.er_he fuel speoimens in
the test section. The lithium flowed in the annulus fc,rmed by the
fuel specimens and the test section housing ,_t a design velocity of
1._ m/see (5 feet per second), The fuel spe_:imen section wa_ wrapped
with multiple layers of Cb-iZr fo_l to achieve a near-lsothermal con-
dition of 10_O'C (1900_F).
A section in the top horizontal le_ of the. loop was des_ned to
contain tensile specimens of three _dvanced refractory alloys: ASTAR
811C, ASTAR 811CN, and W-Re-Me Alloy _56. The tenslle specimens were
inserted in pairs with e smell sap separatln_ each pelt. In this
manner the lithium velocity through the _ep was 3 m/see (i0 feet per
second) with stagnant lithium in contact with the other surface of
the test specimen. Identical. control ._',pec_men_to those in contact
with lithium were attached to the outer su_ face of the test section.
The entire section, includln_ the eontro_ spec:imens, was wrapped with
multiple layers of Cb-iZr foil to achieve a near-isothermal c:onditlon
at lO_0eC (_900eF). The control specimen_ were evaluated in con-
_unction with the llthium-exposed specimens to separate the thermal
effects from the effects of the alkali met,a,lexposure.
A section of the loop was designed t,o contain tubular specimens
of three refractory alloys: T-Ill, ASTAR 831C, and ASTAR 811CN for
peatiest corrosion evaluation in a 2.5_ cm (l-lnch) diameter con-
tainer tube. A .95 cm (0.375-inch) tube wee located in the center
hole of each corrosion specimen to increase the l_thLum velocity to
3 m/see (i0 feet per second). The corrosion specimen _est section
alBo functioned as a heat rejector for the lo_>p, and its effective
radiating area was increased by enclonln_ the @.Sh _'m (1-inch) diam-
eter container tube in a 7.5 cm (3-1nch) dlsmeter ]lthlum-fillcd
........ ,, I I
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Jaoke_ _ha_ wu open at _he bottom to _he ,_ln loop. _adlLtion from
the ll_hiuat.._llled _Lakl_ _o _he v&o_ _elt ahl_nber Villi provided
for the _oOc (_oOF) temperature L_Ldlent in the loop,
?, ELECTROMAONETZC FLOW_T_
A permanent magnet flowmeteT with L flux denlity _f ,3 te|lL
(3000 gLUeS) W&I used to measure the llthluJ_flow rate, The flow
tube wal ,95 um (0.375-1n=h) OD by ,016 am (O.065-in=h_ wall T-Ill
alloy tu_e, T-Ill alloy wir_ eleotrodes were welded to the tubes st
ri6ht angles to the magnetio flux field, The EMF output of _he
electrodes was monitored oontinuousl¥ during the test to fo_ a per-
manen_ record of any variations durlng _he entire test period.
The tube and the magnet were partially shlelded bM multiple
la_ere of Cb,.IZrfoil to limit the temperature o_ the magne_ to less
than _O*C (900*T) during opera,ion.
_._ . _ _ .....
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The _allty an_urcLn0eprogr_Am Wa_,eatub]Lched to provlde adeq_al,o
identiI'icationand d:,,.um.nl,atlc,n¢_fth_ _pI_,l_tycd'th_ fo_'r_ctorymet_]
alloys and corsets used _n the ccnst_,u_t_onuf the high-temp,_r_ture
alkali metal valves and the associated to,i"f,_*.c,,',IJity, The majority of
the _ality assurance measures were performed and sort{fled to be _ithin
specification by the materials produ,:or, Check test_ performed by the
Oeaeral Electric Company, NSP, gensral_y were 1_mited to chemical anal-
yses of the interstitial e_ements, metal/ographic examlnat_on, groln size
and hardness measurements, and visual,{napestion of the incoming products,
Upon receipt of material from the material_,prod_,cers,a Material
Control _umber (MCN) was assigned to each homogeneou_ _ot of mater'_l.
A homogeneous lot includes a/l material of the same size, shape, con.
dition, and finish from one heat oi'materlal and whi_h has receiv....he
e_me processing, has been annealed in the name vacuum ar.n¢:*a._'.,._, n_t_e,
and has been processed in the same manner in all operat.4.{.._i_.whlch the
processing temperatures exceed _60"0 (_O0_F).
B. LITHIUM PROCUREMENT AND PURIFICATION
High-purity lithium w_s commercially procured fo: the test. The
material was analyzed on receipt. It was then subjected to an ini_:ial
purification procedure, ._hereinit was filtered through a stainless steel
filter having a nominal pore size of 5 microns into a titanium-lined,
stainless steel hot trap containing a zirconium getter bundle. The
lithium was subsequently hot-trapped at 8_O_0 (1500°F) for I00 hours.
The principal result of the hot trapping operation was the reduction in
nitrogen concentration of the lithium. The final purification step was
vacuum distillation at 680eC (l_50eF). The distillation step reduced
the oxygen and metallic impuritM concentrations. The d_" tls of the
lithium distillation and the effect of each step on the _ _'ityhave been
described elsewhere (ref _).
C, PRELIMINAR.YSCREENING TESTS
The lO_O"C (1900"F) pumped lithium loop was originally envisioned
as a ih25"C (_600_F) Loop_ however, changes in scope and interest areas
revised this initial plan. During,the plannlng of the I{_20"C(2600"F)
Loop it wan generally thought that the T-Ill and W-Re-Ms Alloy 356 would
withstand the exposure with no problems_ however, there was some concern
as to what m_ght happen should some slight contamination of the materials
occur before test exposure. Therefore, preliminary capsule tests were
performed to evaluate the effect of contamination _eve_ on subsequent
lithum exposure, The capsule tests, described in detai_ in Appendix C,
showed that these materials could be exposed in lithium up to ll_20eC
(_600*F) without fear of catastrophic lithium penet_'ation.
LJl i_i .........
I
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8TEST FACILITY
A, VACUUM SYSTEM
The entire loop was _,ontalnedIn a 60 rm {2h-Lnch) disme_er
vac_uunchamber _apahle of a cold-wall vacuum of 1.3 x i0"_ newton_:/
m_ (I x 30"! tolr), A lO00-1iter-per-second getter-ion pump was
used %o maintair,the vacuum chamber pressure in the I0"e newtons/m_
(lO'l-torr) range during the test. The loop was supported by a
polished stainless steel structure uein_ s.lottedbolts and washers
to fr_cilitateoutgaseing of the assembly and eliminate virtual leaks.
The s,,pportstructure was welded to a 56 ".m(2e-inch) high center
spool section used to facilitate both the manufacturing and installa-
tion of the loop. The vacuum chamber was rough-p_mlpedwith a turbo-
molecular pump backed by a l_-cfm mechanical forepump.
The vacuum chamber consisted of three sections: the bell jar,
the spool piece in which the loop was supported, and the cusp. The
three sections were Joined together with flanges utiliziz_ga copper
wire gasket for sealing. Electrical resistance strip heaters were
attached to the chamber wall to permit continuous bakeout of the chamber
to 260"C (500°F). The chamber was covered with an aluminum shroud which ,.
thermally insulates the chamber, results in more uniform heating, and
provides maxiumum safety to operating personnel. The chamber had water
cooling channels welded to the wall.
B. CHAMBER PRESSURE AND PARTIAL PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
The vacuum chamber contained a hot filament ionization gauge and a
mass spectrometer. Reduction of data from these two instruments in-
volves a procedure in which the total pressure is obtained from the
ionization gauge reading, corrected for relative concentrations of the
various gas species. The relative concentratlons are obtained from the
mass spectrometer.
The hot filament ionization gauges may be used alone to obtain the
approximate total pressure in the chamber, or what is sometimes referred
to as the "nitrogen equivalent pressures." The output of the ionization
gaug_ was fed to a strip chart recorder continuously during the test for
a permanent record of the chamber pressure.
The mass spectrometer used _a_ a 90-degree magnetic sector type
with 5-om radius of curvature. The ion detector was a lO-stage electron
multiplier. A .3 teals (3-kilogause) permanent magnet foeusees the ion
beam and electrostatic scanning results in good peak separation in the
mass-to-charge range between 2 and 50.
C. HEATER POWER 8.UPPL¥AND CQNTROL SYSTEM
The lithium heater power supply consisted of a combined temperature
controller and stepless power regulator system with a stepdown current
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iron|former, The system ha4 oon%inuous power rating of 20 _va with
_O-volt, single=phase input. Th. Qombined temperature Qontroller
&rid power regulator included:
i. A manual power adjustment,
2. Automatic set point control,
3, Current limiter control.
Power was supplied to ths heater from a silicon-controlled
rectifier with a stepdown current transformer. Output of the sec-
ondary was rated at 5 kva and 1000 amperes. The preheater temperature
is controlled by a proportional temperature controller.
D. SAFETY CIRCUITS
The ez_tire system was protected by several safety switches, inter-
locks, etc. to provide protection against most conceivable malfunctions.
The interlocks served to minimize danger to equipment. Proteotion was
provided by monitoring the following functions:
i. Cooling water to vacuum ch_ber and feedthroughe,
2, Loop temperatures,
3, D_ pump winding temperature,
2. Chamber pressure.
Most type malfunctions can be observed by monitoring the preceding.
_ach is connected to its own safety system.
i i i i
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LOOP FABRICATION
All handling, assembly, welding, and cleaning were performed to
established GE-NSP procedures aH described in the followi:AgOE-NSP
specifications:
P4AYA20-SI Chemical Cleaning of Columbtum, Tantalum, and
Their Alloys:
PSAYAI3-SI Welding of Columbium, Tantalum, and Their Alloys
by the Inert Gas Tungsten Arc Process;
PIODYAI2 Stress-Relief Vacuu_n-Annealingof T-ill (Ta-8W-2Hf)
Alloy_
F3CYAI6 Leak-Testing Using a Helium Mass Spectrometer Leak
Detector;
P3AYAI_ Radiographic Inspection_
FIYAI7 Thermocouple Installation - Refractory Loop Systems
in High-Vacuum Environment.
A. ELECTROMAGNETIC _ DUCT
The EM pump duct was assembled from machined T-ill parts. Prior
to inserting the helical duct in the outer wrapper, the .95 cm (3/8-
inch) OD exit line was welded to the helical duct. The interference
fit between the helical duct and wrapper was next performed without
incident. The helical duct was immersed in liquid nitrogen to provide
a diametral clearance between it and the outer wrapper which remained
at room temperature. The closure welds on the end cap and connector
were then made. Final ,_chining of the outside diameter, completed the
EMpump duct.
B. LITHIUM HEATER
The heater was fabricated by first Installing the .3 cm (I/8-inch)
diameter rod, to increase the flow rate, into the .95 cm (3/8-1nch) OD
x .16 cm (0.065 inch) wall straight tubing. The tubing, with the rod
insert, was then formed into coils and welded to the T-Ill end fittings.
The t_ntalum electrodes had previously been welded to the end fittings.
The electrodee were made from tantalum rather than T-ill since they are
not in contact with lithium during the test operation.
c. FUEL SPEC  NT. TSECTION
I. Fuel E_9_ent Specimens
The simulated fuel.element specimens were fabricated at the NASA-
,,, ..... m i |
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Lewis Research Center using the procedures described in reference 2.
Each of the five specimens used in this test consisted of high density
UN pellets clad with T-111, A thin barrier layer of unalloyed tungsten
foil was interposed between the UN and T-111 to prevent any fuel-clad
reactions. The T-111 end caps and clad for the UN fuel pellets were
machined at GE-NSP and then shipped to NASA. Final assembly of the fuel
specimens, welding, and postweld annealing were performed by the NABA.
The end caps and containment tube were designed so that the caps fit
inside the tube about one-quarter inch and butt against a recess on the
_D of the tube. This was done to prevent the end caps from applying a
compressive load on the fuel specimens during welding shrinkage; In-
stead the loads were supported by the seat in containment tube. The
assembled clad specimens were then shipped to GE-NSP for testing. One
of the specimens (LT-6), used only during the final 5000 hours of test-
ing, contained an EDM-machlned longitudinal slot, .O007mm (O.003 inch)
wide x 6mm (0.25 inch) long, to simulate a clad defect.
Radiographs at OE-_SP of the fuel specimens for the initial 2500-
hour test (LT-I, LT-2, LT-3) showed that some of the tungsten dome-shaped
end spacers (ref.2) had become broken sometime between the assembly at
NASA and insertion into the test loop at OE-NSF, presumably due to the
brittle nature of the tungsten. It was decided that the 2500 hours of
testing could be performed without adversely affecting the result;
however, the dome-shaped spacers for the final _000-hour specimens
(LT-5 and LT-6) were formed from T-ill rather than tungsten. R_dio-
graphs of these specimens at GE-NSP prior to testing showed the spacers
to be intact; however, one of them was dimpled somewhat, presumably
due to a slightly tight fit during assembly.
2. S_ecimen Housing
Components of the fuel test subassembly are shown in Figure 4.
All hardware, including the fuel element cladding, was T-Ill except
for the Mo-TZM spacers. These spacers served a dual purpose in that
they also were evaluated for their corrosion resistance. The fuel
specimens were interlocking in that the male end of one specimen fit
into the female end of the other specimen. The interlocking feature
of the fuel specimens and Mo-TZM spacers provided the necessary uni-
form gap between the fuel specimen and the ID of the containment tube
to produce the required 1,5 m/sac. (5 ft/sec) lithium flow in this
test section. It also facilitated easy removal of selected specimens
at the end of the first 2500 hourst operation for replacement with a
defectlve-clad specimen, Since the fuel speclmens were solid, all
lithium flow was along the narrow annulus between the specimen and
the containment tube.
This subassembly w_s situated vertically in the loop, the bottom
cap being welded directly to the heater assembly and the top cap welded
to the tensile section.
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D. TENSILE TEST SPECIMEN ,8UBASS_4BL¥
Components of the tensile specimen subassembly are shown in Figure
5. All material, except the speo_en_t was T-Ill alloy, Th_s _ub-
aes_iF consisted of three individual _peclmen holders, each of which
contained two (except for the W-Re-Me A_.loy_6 .i em (O.O_O-in_h) thick
coupons held within close-fittin_ slots on the inside and two specimens
strapped to the outside flats shown in Figure 3. The W-25Re-30Mo"
coupons were only .05 cm (0.020 inch) thiok; therefore, each slot non-
tained two coupons instead of one for a total of four specimens In that
particular specimen holder. The gap between the "inside" specimens was
controlled to obtain the desired lithium velocity of 3 m/see (i0 ft/sec)
over one surface of each coupon. The coupons strapped to the outside of
each specimen holder were used as control specimens since they saw the
same thermal history as the inside coupons but were not exposed to
lithium. The holes in the "inside" coupons, as shown in Figure 6, were
for pins to prevent movement during the high-velocity lithium flow.
Final heat treatments of the specimens prior to insertlon into the
specimens holders were as follows:
ASTAR 811C - Cold-rolled_ heat-treated 1/2 hour at 1980°C (3600°F)
in vacuum;
ASTAR 811CN - Recrystallized i hour at 1650°C (3000°?) in vacuum;
W-Re-Me Alloy 256 - 20 minutes at lh00°C (2550eF) in hydrogen.
The sequence of fabrication for the tensile specimen subassembly
was as follows: (i) insert interior specimen coupons and pins into each
of the three specimen holders, (2) weld the three holders together, and
(3) weld the end fitting and blowdown tube to *he specimen holders. The
completed subassembly is shown in Figure 7. The "outside" specimen cou-
pons were attached after assembly welding of the various subcomponents
and were included in the postweld anneal.
Fixtures at the top of the end fatting were used to hang the loop
in the support structure during test operation. The blcwdown tube was
used to aid removal of lithium at the completion of the test. All
specimen coupons were cut into e_andard tensile test specimens st the
completion of the 7500 hours of testing for posttest evaluation.
E. CORROSION TEST SPECIMEN SUBASSEMBLY
All components and specimens for the corrosion test specimen sub-
aoeembly are shown in Figure 8. The parts shown were fabrlc_.tedfrom
, .if
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T-Ill with the exception of the ASTAR 8110 and ASTAR 811CN specimens.
Heat treatments of the specimens before loading into the loop were as
follows:
T-Ill - Recrystal_Izcd 1 hour at 13_5°C (2h00°F) in vacuum_
ASTAR 811C - F:ecrystallized1 hour at 1650_C (3000_F) in vacuum,
cooled to room temperature, reheated for 1/2 hour at
1980°0 (3600°F) in vaeuum_
ASTIR 8110N - Recrystallized 1 hour at 1650°C (3000°F) in vacuum.
Because of raw material restrictions for the ASTAR 8110N, it was neces-
sary to make eight disc-shaped pieces and stack these to be equivalent
in length to one of the ASTIR 811C and T-Ill specimens. A .05 cm (0.020-
inch) T-ill wire was wound around the center rod (two-inch pitch) to
improve flow characteristics and to aid in maintaining concentricity.
Because of the number of parts involved and the close fits involved, this
was the most difficult subassembly to put together. The sequence of
operations was as follows:
a) weld top e_lignmentfixture to center rod,
b) weld bottom alignment fixture to specimen containment tuhe,
c) spot weld .05 cm (0.020-inch) wire to center rod,
d) slip connector over center rod,
e) slip specimens over center rod,
f) insert specimens and center rod assembly into the specimen
containment tube,
g) weld specimen containment assembly to connector,
h) weld connector, end caps, and lithium Jacket to complete
assembly as shown in the right half of Figure 8.
i) finally, the extension tube, fitting, and tubes to the EM pump
and surge tank were welded.
This subassembly was designed so that the lithium in the annulus between
the ID of the _pecimens and the center rod flows at 3 m/see (I0 ft/sec).
Because of the close fit between the OD of the specimen and the ID of th_
containment tube, essentially no flow occurs at this interface. Also,
there was a ,95 cm (3/8-inch) gap between the exit of the corrosion
section (bottom alignment fixture) and the bottom end cap_ this allows
the cavity between the OD of the specimen containment tube and the ID of
the Jacket to fill with essentially static lithium. The purpose of the
static lithium reservoir was to aid in the heat rejection in this sub-
assembly to provide the necessary 40eC (TO°F) temperatule gradient be-
tween the lithium entering the corrosion specimen test section and the
lithium exiting.
F. SURGE TANK
Because of its low operating temperature, the surge tank was the
only portlon of the loop fabricated from Cb-iZr. The tank she]/ was
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fabricated initially by seam-welding a piece of rolled plate. The
"_ _o-iZr tubing for gas pressurisation, draining, and filling were then
. welded in place. Finally, the end caps were welded in place to com-plet this component. The surg tank and late tubing were postweld
=! vacuum-annealed for i hour at 1200ec (2200eF).
O. FINAL ASSEMBLY OF THE LOOP
The heater, fuel test section, tensile specimer Jection, and ,
corrosion specimen section subassemblies were located in their proper
_i_ orientation and welded together to form the U-shaped test section por-
tion of the entire loop. This assembly was then postweld annealed in
_,: the vacuum chamber at 8tellite Division of the Cabot Corporation,
_i Knkomo, Indiana. Results of chemical analysis of T-ill tent coupons
_: heat-treated with the loop are shown in table V-I. The assembly was
then bolted into the stainless steel support structure. The _ pump
and surge tank were fitted into their proper locations, held in p_ace
with temporary supports, and transferred to _he welding chamber. All
final refractory metal welds and postweld anneals were then performed.
_:; These welds were subsequently radiographed and helium mass spectrometer
_ leak-checked and found to be free of defects. The loop and support
_i structure (shown in Figure 9) were then mounted on the 60 cm (24-inch)
diameter spool piece and transferred to the _ortable laminar flow clean
room facility.
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LOOp INST_LLATION A_IDI_STBUMENTATION
A.
Thermal insulation consistlns of multiple layers of Cb-iZr loll
was simultaneously applied to the loop as the thermosoup3es were in-
stalled. The loll used on all circular pipe sections was .005 um
(0.002 inch) thick x 1.2 cm (0.5 inch) wide, which had been dimpled by
passing the foil between a hardened steel, coarse-knurled roller working
against a hard plastic sheet. The effective thickness of the foil after
dimpling was between .023 to .030 cm (0.009 to 0.012 inch). The insu-
lation was attached by spot welding the foil to the loop and to itself
as succeeding layers were applied. A minimum number of spot welds were
used to minimize conduction heat losses through the foil. A molybdenum
spot welder electrode was used to avoid contamination of the foil sur-
faces with copper, and an argon cover gas was used to protect all welded
areas from oxidation. The entire loop was insulated as described above
except for the corrosion specimen section which is to act as the heat
rejection section of the loop. The outez surface of the 7.5 cm (3-inch)
diameter lithium containment tube, which surrounds the tube eontainlng
the corrosion specimens, was grit-blasted with AI203 to produce an
effective emmitance of approximately 0.4.
B. INSTRUMENTATION
All thermocouples installed on the loop were split-Junculon, W-25Re/
W-3Re thermocouples which were insulated with AI203. The completely
assembled, instrumented, and insulated loop is shown in Figure i0. The
thermocouple feedthroughs and cold-Junctlon, reference-temperature com-
pensation have been previously described in detail (ref 5).
C. INSTALLATION OF THE SPOOL PIECE IN THE TEST FACILITY
At the completion of the preceding steps, the loop was covered with
a protective polyethylene bag and moved from the fabrication and assembly
area to the test area. The spool piece and loop were clamped to the
60 cm (2h-inch) diameter vacuum chamber sump, and all final electrical,
water, and mechanical connections were made. All thermocouples were
then checked for continuity to the control panel. The complete 3cop and
vacuum system ready for enclosure within the bell _ar is shown in Figure
ii.
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PR_TEST OPERATION
A. PU_?DOWN AND BAKEOUT OF THE VACUUM SYSTEM
The bel_ Jar was located in place on the spool piece, clamped down,
and pumpdown of the chamber was initiate_. Vacuum chamber bakenuts and
the surg_ tank heater were t_rned on when the chamber pressure reached1.3 x i0 s new%on/m_ (i x i0 ?torr), and bakeout was allowed to con-
tinue until after the loop was filled with lithium. Prior to filling,
the loop was pressurized with argon to 35 x i0_ newtons/mz (50 Poig)
and an argon mass scan taken in the vacuum chamber to verify that no
leaks were present prior to exposure to lithium.
B. FILLING THE LOOP WITH LITHIUM
With the spool piece located in place on the vacuum chamber sump,
the necesssmy stainless steel gas and liquid metal lines were welded
between the loop and the liquid metal transfer system. Bakeout and
pumpdown of all loop, fill, and transfer lines was begun immediately.
The lithit_ used to fill the loop was high-pt_rity,vacuum-distilled, and
hot-trapped of an analysis shown in Table 3.
The filling procedure was as follows:
a. Heat loop with vacuum chamber bakeout and surge tank heater
to at least 200eC (M00°F);
b. Sample lithium from charge pot for oxygen and nitrogen;
c. Fill surge tank with approximately 3500 cc of lithium;
d. Pressurize surge tank to 35 neWtons/m_ (50 psig), thus
filling the loop with lithium and allow to circulate 30
minutes;
e. Dump lithium into surge tank;
f. Repeat d and e for a total of three flushes;
g. Sample lithium from surge tank for oxygen and nitrogen
analyses,
The analysis of the lithium sample, Table 3, taken from the loop after
flushing indicated 28 ppm oxygen and 2-3 ppm nitrogen, both of which
were well within the allowable maximum limits.
C. CHECKOUT AND CALIBRATION OF LOOP INSTRUMENTATION
Before bringing the loop to full design operating conditions, the
lithium heater and EM pump power supplies and controllers were checked
out for response and reliability. Also, all safety circuits were checked
out to ascertain that them operated as required. Finally, the thermo-
couples were checked out at a low-llthium flow rate (low A T in loop) to
verify their calibration. All these operations were performed at a
maximum lithium temperature of 5hOeC (IO00eF).
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LOOP OPERATION
A, LOOP 8TARTUP
The loop was operated on manual heater temperature control for
the first lO0 hours. Since only minor power adjustments were required
during this initial 100 hours of operation, the heater power was
switched to automatic control and subsequently operated in this mode
for the entire test with less than 5°C (10°P) temperature vari_tion.
During the first 50S hours, the loop experienced several shutdowns,
totalins 55 hours, resulting from safety circuits being activated. The
major cause of the shutdowns was the result of voltage instabilities
caused by inclement weather. None of the shutdowns w_re caused by loop
instabilities. Two steps were taken to minimise shutdowns in the future.
First, an alarm system was connected with the QE-NSP 8ecu.:ty Headquarters
and was activated when the loop temperature exceeded preset boundaries
during nonregular working hours. Secondly, a _40-volt, lOO-kva con-
etant-voltage transformer was connected to the main power supply. After
the installation of the voltage stabilizer, only two hours' total down
time was encountered and this was caused by temporary electrical out-
ages in facility power.
B. LOOP P_FORMANCE DURING INITIAL 2_00-HOUR TEST
i. Loop Temperatures
The loop temperatures remained very stable during the entire 2500-
hour operating period. Figure 12 shows temperatures typical of the
2500-hour operation. Unfortunately, a number of the thermocouples on
the heat rejection Jacket became inoperative during this test period;
however, more than sufficient data was obtained from the remaining oper-
ative thermocouples. Subsequent examination at the planned 2500-hour
shutdown showed that failure had occurred because of inadequate allow-
ance for differential thermal expansion between the W/Re thermocouples
and the T-111 _acket. The defective thermocouplee were repaired at that
time and operated satisfactorily during the final 5000 hours of testing
as discussed later in this section.
2. Test Chpmber Environment - Partial Pressure Gas Anal_sis
The cheaber pressure and partial pressure of the various gaseous
species in the test chamber during the 2500-hour test period are shown
in Figure 13. During the initial i00 hours, all pressures dropped
rather sharply_ this was followed by a somewhat decreased rate of pres-
sure drop during the next 650 hours, and during the remainder of the
te_t there is a general trend for the partial pressure of most gaseous
species to be leveling off. Data points are shown only at 250-hour
intervals for clarity_ however, residual gas analyses are obtained at
least every 2_ hours_ and the ion gage pressure is monitored continu-
al ously. This data for the 1040eC (190OAF) Lithium Loop is in good
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agreement with the T-t11 io,:.pdata presented e|newh_re (rsf 5) i_Jthat
N2, N2-CO and Ar are the nmJc,r gez _p_i_ present An the ch.mber.
C, T_RMINATION OF THE _O0-l{OtlRlO_P TE_ST
Upon completion of the 2500 hours _,£testln_, the ]tthlum wa:_hot-
dumped (I0000?) into _he surge tank and then Imm_:dlate2ydralned into
the alkali metal transfer system charge pot and a s-,npletaken. The
loop was then pressurized through the b/owdown llne to _'urther r_move
any lithium. Analysis of the lithium compared to the pretest analysis
is shown in Table 4. The increased nitrogen is somewhat unusual, espe-
cially in view of the fact that after the 7500-hour test period, the
nitrogen analysis Is essentially the same as the pretest value.
2. Lithium Distillation
After cooling all components to room temperature, the vacuum chamber
bell _ar was removed, Visual inspection of the loop showed all components !
to be in excellent condition. The Cb-iZr d_mpled loll thermal insula- i
lion was removed from the fuel specimen test section. Two new layers of
foil were applied and a tungsten resistance furnace placed around the
fuel specimen test section; finally, the bell Jar was replaced on the
s#ool piece. After evacuating the loop and vacu_ chamber, the bakeout
ovens and the surge tank heater were turned on to bring all loop tempera-
lures to a minimum of 200eC (hO0°F). Residual lithium was then distilled
from the fuel test section for eight hours at 10h0°C (1900°F) utllizing
the tungsten resistance heater. During distillation, the loop was evac-
uated using the getter-ion pump in the lithium transfer system. After
cooling all components to room temperature, the bell Jar and distilla-
tion furnace were removed, and all electrical, gas, and liquid metal
lines were disconnected from t.hespool piece.
D. REMOVAL .ANDREPLACEMENT OF FUEL EL_E_NT TE£T SECTION
After completion of the above operations, Ihe loop was moved fro_,:
the test area to the welt laboratory. The !:_I;_.ndL.'p_,,olp_ee.eswere
then mounted in the motor-driven, rotary weld :'i_{turewhlcb was installed
in an 3 meter (elght-foot) diameter weld chamber. The weld chamber was
then evacuated and backfilled with helium s,,cord_n_to GE-NSP Specifi-
cation FSAYAI3-81, The fuel test section was removed by cuttln6 the loop
with a tubing cutter at locations (_ and 2_ , shown An Figure 14, and
the open ends of the loop plugged with expandable _toppers pri,_rto
opening the weld chamber to alr, The fuel spec:tmensubassembly was
radiographed to verify...theintegrity of the _'peclnen_._,and flna.]lya cut
was made at _ocation _3J , shown in Figure lh to remove the fue_ speci-
mens. Visual examination showed all components to be in excelLent con-
dition, and no traces of lithium were present, indicatlng the effective-
ness of the 10hOeC (1900eF) distillation. The appearance of the T-ill-
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ola_ fuel epesimenm and M_-'PZM_p_oers he,ore _,_ utter the _'_no.h_.;r
._thAu_ exposure w=a nearly the M_e, w_th n_e dAnco_or_ti_.n nf th.
Mo-TZM spacers bein_ observed, After rem_w_l of thn fuul sp_ime,_
Prom the housing, they were radiographed to wri_ their integrity; r_r
difference could be seen between the pretest and posttent rudiOl_lt_h|_,
After picklin_, the fuel teBt section was reassembled reusin_ th,_
:;_meT-ill end caps an_ housing. Specimen, were inserted in the fol_ow-
In_ sequence:
Lithium I. T-1.11-cladfuel element, iT-5: unt¢._ted;
Flow 2. Mo-TZN _p_cer: untested_
3. T-Ill-clad fuel _lement. LT-_: tested dur_n_ the
initial _500 hours of the 101+0@C(1900OF) Lithium
Loop;
}+. Mo-TZM epacer: tested durin6 the ini_i_l.2500 h_,ur_
of the _O'+Oec(1900oF) Lithium Loop;
5. T-lll-clad fuel eleme,t. LT-6: untested ¢ontainin_
a longitudinal clad defect (planned).
This subsssemhly was then rewelded at location _ (Fi_ure lh) and then
welded bacM into the loop at locations O and _ . The loop was then
removed from the weld chamber and fixture and subsequently moved back to
the test area. All thermocouples were repaired; two layers of Cb-iZr
dimpled loll were applied to the fuel test section; and the tungsten re-
sistance heater was reassembled around the fuel test section. The spool
piece and bell _ar were placed on the vacuum chamber sump, and pumpdown
of the chamber was initiated in preparation for the postweld anneal.
The anneal was performed for one hour at 1315ec (2_O0°F) with a mexim_n
chamber pressure of 8 z I0"_ new_ons/ma (6 x i0"_ tort). Durin6 the
anneal, all vacuum chamber bakeout heaters and the surge tank heater were
turned on to maintain loop temneratures at a minimum of 200eC (_OOeF).
Also, during the anneal the loop was evacuated through the blowdown llne
to prevent pressure buildup by the high temperature. The loop was leak-
checked before and after the anneal by preseuri_ng the loop with 3_ x
i0_ newtona/m_ (50 psia) argon through the blowdown line while monitor-
Ing the vacuum chamber for argon with the partial pressure gas analyzer.
No le_ks were detected during either check.
After removal of the annealing furnace, the fuel specimen test
section was wrapped with ¢b-lZr dimpled foi].
At the completion of the postweld anneal on the new fuel specimen
test section, the loop was filled with lithium and sampled as described
elsewhere. Analysis of the lithium indicated 183 and 200 pllm
nitrogen and 132 ppm oxMgen. The high nitrogen content cannot be ex-
plalned at thls time_ however, the ASTAR 8].ICNspecimens and possibly
th_ T-lll-elad UN fuel specimens could be sources. It should also be
noted that the nitrogen was hish (120 ppm) at the completion of the
initial 2_00 hours of testlns. Based on these facts and with the
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concurrence of the NASA Progr.m Manag,er) _t W_P deelded to proceed wlth
the teat.
E. LOOP PERFORMAN(;EDUR'ENGTill-';F ,INAI.iS000I[OUI_}OF T_I.;'III_(!
The lithi_anheater power and |,_pu_1@I_f,werw(:r__,radu_i!ly ,tn_:rea_sd
tO bring the iOOp back to the de&li_ O|}erutltJ[__{_n(li|_ion.AP:,a:[ll,I, _w(,r
rate increases were ke t low e_ou_h co 1;h_ttl.,.oul'/;(u{_In_,rat,o w,_fJr,w
P , , , -6 . . 2
enough to maintain the chambel preosure boJow I.._x I0 newt(,n,,/m
(i x lO-_ tort). In bringinFjthe loop back _o operating c(mditlom_, it
was discovered that an argon pocket existed at the tc,pof the he_:dre-
Jectlon lithium .Jacket. A review of the oituatlon _ndi_ated that the
presence of the gas pocket would not Jeopardize the l.e_t. The lithium
jacket was included in the design since the iloopor:tglnal.lyws_ _ be
operated at 1425°C (2600oF). For lOhO°C (1900°F) operation, the temper-
ature drop is hO_C (65°F), even w_th the gas pocket, "_s shown _n F_gure
15. This is sufficiently close to the calculated design temperature
drop of hOeC (70°F)_ therefore, it was decided, with the concurrence of
the NASA Project Manager, to continue the test for the remaining scheduled
5000 hours without attempting to remove the argon pocket. The test oper-
ated very stably with no indications of gas in the loop itself. Typical
operating conditions aft_ the restart of the test follow_ng the planned
shutdown to replace the fuel element specimens are shown in Figure 15.
These temperatures agree quite well with the temperatures during the ini-
tial _500 hours of testing as shown earlier in Figure VIII-1. The
chamber pressur_ and partial pressure of the various gaseous species in
the vacuum e_ _er since the restart are shown in Figure 16 along with
comparable da_a for the initial 2500 hours of testing. No significant
differences can be seen for the two test periods. In summary, it can be
said that the test operated very smoothly, trouble-free, and essentially
on design conditions for the entire 7500-hour test period.
F. T_MINATION O.FTHE FINAL _000 HOURS OF TESTING
At the completion of the planned 7500-hour test period, the maximum
loop temperature was decreased to 815eC (1500OF). The vacuum chamber
bakeout heaters, surge tank heater, and alkalf metal transfer system
heaters were turned on to bring all temperatures to 200_C (bOO'F) m_nl-
mum. The surge tank was then evacuated through the gas pres_,uriza%i_m
line to allow the lithium to drain from the loop into the surge _a_k.
After the lithium cooled to 540eC (iO00°F), it was transferred to the
alkali metal handling and sampling system by argon pressurization _hrough
the loop blowdown line and opening the valve to the handling system. The
valve was closed and the loop again evacuated. The loop was repres-
eurized through the blowdown line and the drain valve opened agaln_ this
procedure was repeated until no change was detected on the level probe
in the charge pot, indicating that no further d_einage was occur_Ang.
The loop was finally pressurized with argon to ]7 x lO_n/m_ (95 psig),
all valves closed, and electrical power shut off'. The analye_s of the
I lithium at the completion of the 7500 hours compares quite _avorably to
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_he p_ltel_ vl_uOl _1 ihown Ln TIt}! _, The tillOn for _he i_notmll3_
high n_trogen &n&l¥iil ob_&ined on _he li_h_ durtnR _he _oh_duled
_O0-ho_r mhu_down _s not _pparent,
FoZlowin6 completion of the lithi_ ana_yai., the boll Jar wae
removed and _he loop carefully ex_J_ned, No anQ._tLous or unusual
_eatures were observedt and all oomponenta appeared in go_d cond_L_m,
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Vacuum _stillatlon was selecte_ ,.sthe method of removing residual
lithium from the fuel element test section and the _orrcslon test see-
tlon. This procedure was also util_zed to rsmove l_th_m from the fuel
element test section following completion of the _500-hour test as de-
scribed elsewhere, The dimpled foil, thermal insulation was first
removed from the 2.54 cm (1-inch) fuel specimen contalmsent tube_ two
new layers were then applied and a t_mgsten resistance furnace placed
arolmd the test section.
Because of the many small interstices and the c lose_fitt_ng parts
in the corro;ion specimen test section, it was also decided that distil-
lation of this section would facilitate removal of residual llthlum during
subsequent ammonia cleaning. A furnace consisting of four h5 cm (18-
inch) long quartz lamps was fabricated and placed around the c(_rrosion
test section.
After installing the furnaces, the bell Jar was replaced and the
chamber evacuated. The two distillation furnaces, the chamber bakeout
heaters, the surge tank heater, and EM pump were turned on to bring all
temperatures to a minimum of 200eC (_00eF). The loop was evacuated and
communication to the loop via both the blowdown llne and the surge tar_k
gas pressurization line was verified. The fuel specimen test section was
then heated to i025°C (1875°F), and the corrosion section was heated to
675°C (1250"F) for 125 hours. The distillation period was increased from
8 hours, used for the 2500-hour shutdown, to 125 hours to insure as com-
plete a lithium removal as practical from the defect fuel specimen. Once
every 2_ hours during the distillation period, the loop was pressurized
through the blowdown llne and condensed lithium drained through the
surge tank drain line.
At the completion of the 125-hour distillation, the loop was pres-
surized with argon to 35 x i0_ newtons/mz (50 psig) and the vacuum chamber
monitored with the mass spectrometer to assure that no small leaks had
developed in the loop during the 7500-hour test. No indications were
detected while the loop was hot or after cooling all components to room
temperature.
The bell Jar and dlstillation furnaces were then removed, and all
electrical, gas, and liquid metal lines were disconnected from the spool
piece.
  SASSLY oF
After completion of the above operations, the loop was moved from
the test area to the weld laboratory. The loop end spool piece were
then mounted in the motor-driven, rotary weld f_xture, installed in the
I
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eight-foot-,diameter, weld ch_er a_d the weld oh,{u_ber was eyacuated _nd
backfilled with helium according to GE-NSP Bpecification PSAYAI3-SI.
All test sections were removed by cutting with a tubing cutter as de-
scribed below. All connections were made with stainless steel Swagelok
fittings.
The first cut was made at loc&tion If) in Figure 17. At'tar making
a cut, an argon llne was attached to one side of the cut, and a gas path
through the entire loop circuit was verified. The argon line was re-
moved and a valve and cap attached to both sides of the cut to facilitate
subsequent handling and ammonia cleaning.
The heater was then removed by cutting at location _ in Figure 17.
Expandable rubber stoppers were inserted into the fitting on both sides
of the cut and sealed. The fuel element specimen section was then re-
moved by cutting at location 3, indicated in _igure 17. Again, expand-
able rubber stoppers were inse_ted into both sides of the cut and sealed.
Finally, the tensile and corrosion test sections were removed as a
unit by cutting the 2.5_ cm (l-lnch) line at location _71 in Figure 17.
Valves and caps were attached to both sides of the cut to provide a seal
and to be used during subsequent ammonia cleaning.
The EMpump and surge tank were not removed from the spool piece
since no posttest evaluation was planned for these components.
C. REMOVAL AND CLEANING OF FUEL EL_ENT TEST SPECIMENS
The fuel element test section, sealed in helium atmosphere, was
transferred to the four-foot-diameter, vertical weld chamber for ease of
handling during final disassembly. The weld chamber was eva_uated and
backfilled with helium during the disassembly. The specimens were r_-
moved by cutting the 2.54 cm (1-inch) OD housing Just below the top end
fitting as was done for the 2500-hour shutdown° The three T-ill-clad
fuel specimens and two Mo-TZM spacers were then easily slipped from the
housing.
At the time of the fuel section disassembly, there was some concern
that the removal of lithium by reacting with liquid ammonia m_y intro-
duce hFdrogen in the T-ill and cause embrittlement; therefore, special
handling and cleaning procedures were devised. This concern ham since
been proven to be unwarranted. The three specimens _ere placed in
weighed, sealed, glass, screw-cap bottles and removed from the weld
chamber for weighing. Immediately after weighing, the speelmens were
returned to the weld chamber. Specimen LT-2 was then removed from the
sealed bottle and cleaned in two consecutive ethanol rinses and dried.
The ethanol rinses and a control were analyzed for lithium by photometry;
no lithium was detected in either the rinses or the control sample. The
limit of detection is 0.I _g/ml; approximately 50 mi of ethanol was used
for each rinse. Specimen LT-5 was then rinsed in liquid a_onia at -50eC;
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no evidence of reaction with lithium was observed. This speclmen was
finally rinqed in ethanol and allowed to dry, These two samples (LT-2
and LT-5) were then removed from the weld cht.mber and, for the first
time since th_ shutdown, exposed to air. Because of the built-in clad
defect, specimen LT-6 was never exposed to alr prior to shipment to the
NASA for further evaluation.
D. FINAL, CLEANING AND DISASSEMBLY OF THE TENSILE AND CORROSION TEST
SECTIONS
The L-shaped tensile-corrosion subassembly was cleaned by flushing
with liquid ammonia at -50°C as shown schematically in Figure 18. The
test section was flushed for one hour; then it was allowed to soak in
nonflowing liquid ammonia for two hours to permit penetration of the
ammonia between all of the tight-fitting specimens and housing. The
subassembly was again flushed with liquid ammonia for fifteen minutes,
blown clear with argon, flushed with alcohol, and then finally rinsed
with deionized water.
The heater section of the loop was cleaned in a similar manner ex-
cept that no soaking wae used. Since no evaluation was scheduled for the
heater, no further work was performed on it.
The tensile specimen coupons were removed from their respective
holders by cutting at the welds Joining the three specimen holders and
simply sliding the coupons from the holders. No further cleaning of the
specimens was necessary.
The corrosion specimen test section was disassembled by first re-
moving the 7._ cm (3-inch) OD _acket by cutting with a tubing cutter near
the weld at the top of the Jacket. Next, the 2._4 cm (1-inch) specimen
containment tube was cut with a tubing cutter, also at the top. The
specimens were then slipped from the tube by gently tapping on the OD
'_J with a wood mallet. Some of the specimens were bonded to each other;
however, they were separated also by tapping with a mallet. The center
rod and swirler wire were easily slipped from the ID of the specimens.
No further cleaning of the _pecimens was necessary.
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A. T STsp czM ,p
I. Visual Examination
Following removal of the T-lll-clad fuel elameiAttest specimens
from the specimen housing and final cleaning, a visua2 examination was
performed. The three fuel specimens appeared bright and shiny with no
evidence of any discoloration or surface reactions.
2. Wei=ht Measurement
As discussed previously, the three fuel element test specimens ex-
posed during the final 5000 hours of testing were initially placed in
weighed, sealed, glass, screw-cap bottles and removed from the weld
chamber for weighing prior to cleaning. Following this initial weighingt
i the specimens were returned to _he weld chamber and specimens LT-2 and
LT-5 subsequently cleaned as described in an earlier section. Following
cleaning, specimens LT-2 and LT-5 were then removed from the weld chamber
and, for the firs_ tame since the shutdown, exposed to air. Because of
the built-in clad defect, specimen LT-6 was never exposed to air. Speci-
il mens LT-2 and LT-5 were then reweighed. The difference between these
final weights and the weights in the sealed helium-filled bottles was on
_! the order of 0.001 gram and is probably due to taring and related problems
rather than any real weight change.
_ A summary of the pretest and final weights of the fuel specimens
il obtained after both the 2500-hour and 7500-hour operation periods is
given in Table 6. Zn all cases, the weights represent an average of
three consecutive measurements with a maximum spread of _ 0.0003 gram.
The balance calibration and zero point are checked at the beginning and
end of each weighing period. Also, an untested specimen is weighed at
the same time as the pre- and posttest measurements_ these values indi-
cate a reproducibility of _ 0.0005 gram in comparing pre- and posttest
data.
The weight change data for the sound fuel element specimens, LT-I,
LT-2, LT-3, and LT-_, indicate most of the rather small weight losses
noted occurred duriz=gthe first 2500 hours of testing. Specimen LT-2,
which was in the test section during the entire 7500 hours of testing,
exhibited approximately 80 percent of its weight loss in the first 2500
hours of testing. As indicated in Table 6, the defect clad specimen,
LT-6, had an indicated weight loss of 0.O0h3 gram during the 5000 hours
of exposure based on the difference between the before-test weight of
the specimen and the posttest weight obtained using a tared containment
bottle. Subsequent weight determinations at NASA-Lewis on the specimen
alone following removal from the bottle indicated a weight loss of
0.0133 gram. The latter weight loss is considered to be more accurate
because of errors introduced in the weighing of the specimen and bottle
together.
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3, RadAo_ra_htc E_mtnatio_
Following completion of the initial 2500 hours of testing end com-
pletion of the final 5000 hours of testing, the specimens were a]_f_
radiographed (LT-6 was contained in a helium-filled, sealed S_ase bottle
during radiography) to verify the integrity of the tungsten liner and
UN fuel pellets. No signs of degradation or defects were observed due
to the test exposures,
This completed OE-NSP posttest evaluation of the fuel element speci-
mens, Them were then packed for shipment to NASA-Lewls for a more thnr-
Gush examination. The defect element (LT-6) was packed in doubly con-
tained, padded, helium-filled, sealed glass bottles for shipment to pre-
vent exposure to air.
Further postteet evaluation was performed by Gordon K. Watson of
NASA-Lewis. Results of this evaluation are reported in references 2 and
3.
B. Mo-TZM FUEL ELEEENT SPACERS
i. Visual Examination
Metallographic evaluation of the three Mo-TZM spacers, located be-
tween the fuel specimens, has been completed. All three exposed specimens
and one unexposed control specimen were examined. Specimen LT-iAwas
exposed for a total of 7500 hours which consisted of 2500- and 5000-hour
consecutive test periods with a change of fuel element test specimens at
the end of the initial 2500-hour test period. Specimen LT-2A was tested
only during the initial 2500 hours. Specimen LT-3A was tested only
during the final 5000 hours.
Posttest visual examination of the spacers following the initial
2500 hours of testing indicated that discoloration of the Mo-TZM spacers
had occurred. The spacers were grey in color. Visual examination of the
spacers following the final 5000 hours of testing indicated the presence
of the same grey discoloration.
2. Weight Measurements
The pre- and posttest weights of the Mo-TZM spacers fo_owing both
the 2500-hour and 7500-hour operation periods are given in Table 7. Note
that all three spacers exhibited small weight gains and that the rate of
weight gain was highest during the first 2500 hours of testing.
The weight gain for the 5000-hour specimen is essentially the same
as the 7500-hour specimen indicating that a protective surface film may
be formin_ during the lithium exposure.
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3. Chemical Analysis
Chemical analyses were performed on the Mo-TZM spacers located be-
tween the fuel element test specimens during the 1040CO (190OAF) Pumped
Lithium Loop Test. The results are presented in Table 8. Of signifl-
canoe was a slight increase in nitrogen content of all three specimens
indicating the discoloration of the surface may he the result of the
formation of a thin nitride surface film. This film will also he dis-
cussed in the metallographic examination which is to follow.
4. Metallographic Examination
_ypical microetructures of the exposed and unexposed specimens are
shown in Figures 19 through 22. As seen in Figure 19, the pretest speci-
men has a cold-worked structure. The 5000- and 7500-hour specim. bFigure 21 an 22 both exhibit compl tely recryatallized microstruaturea.
Except for some surface recrystallisation, the 2500-hour specimen, Figure
20, still shows a cold-worked microstructure. The surface recryatalliza-
tion of the 2500-hour specimen is probably strain induced from residual
machining stresses. Some directionality of the grains can still be seen
in the 5000- and 7500-hour specimens even though they are completely
recrystallized.
The other significant observation in the metallographia examination
is the presence of a thin, adherent, semicontinuous, nonmetallic-appearing
coating on all three exposed specimens as shown in Figures 20, 21 and 22.
This coating appeared on all surfaces except the ID. During testing all
surfaces except the ID were in contact with 1.6 m/see (5 ft/sec) lithium_
the ID was in direct contact with the T-ill clad of the fuel specimen.
The thickness of the coating was essentially the same for all three speci-
mens 0.0013 - 0.0020 cm (0.0005 - 0.008 inch) regardless of the ex-
posure times.
C. TENSILE SPECIMENS
The top horizontal leg of the loop was designed to contain tensile
coupon specimens of three advanced refractory alloys: ASTAR 811C, ASTAR
811CN, and W-Re-Mo Alloy 256 for exposure to flowing lithium with a
velocity of approximately 3.3 m/see (i0 ft/sec). Identical control
specimens to those in contact with lithium were also attached to the
outer surface (vacuum) of the test section to separate the thermal effects
of the alkali metal exposure since they saw the same thermal history as
the inside coupons but were not exposed to lithium. Following completion
of the 7500-hour test the tensile teat section was removed from the loop,
cleaned, and the specimens removed from the teat section as described
_reviously. Evaluation of the test specimens included visual examina-
ion, weight change measurements, tensile testing, chemical analysis,
Metallographic examination, and X-ray diffraction analysia.
e _i_ specimens were nickel plated prior to metallographic preparation
to minimize rounding of specimen edges during polishing.
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_ i. Visual Examination
._._,_ A slight uniform discoloration of the ASTAR 811C and W-Re-Mo Alloy
"' 256 tensile coupons exposed to lithium was noted. There was nn dis-
'_ 0oloration of ASTAR 811CN coupons exposed to lithium or of the ASTIR
811C, ASTAR 811ON, or W-Re-Mo Alloy 256 coupons exposed to vacuum.
Examinations of all specimen coupons at 30X revealed no cracking or sur-
face reactions, other than the discoloration described.
2. Weight Ohan_e Measurement
.:. The tensile specimen coupons were weighed to the nearest 0.0001
gram immediately after cleaning and their weights compared with pretest
weights. The results of these weighings are shown in Table 9. The
weights shorn are an average of three individual determinations made on
:,:i each specimen. It can be seen in Table 9 that both ASTAR 811C specimen
coupons exposed to lithium and all four W-Re-Mo Alloy 256 specimen coupons
exposed to lithium showed a weight increase fo]lowlng 7500 hours of test-
ing. The ASTAR 811CN specimens exposed to lithium showed a smell weight
decrease. All specimens exposed to vacuum at the same temperature as the
specimens exposed to lithium for the 7500-hour test period showed very
_: small weight decreases.
The weight increases for the ASTAR 8110 and the W-Re-Mo Alloy 256
_, specimens exposed to lithium are consistent with visual examination since
=.-'_ these specimens showed a slight uniform discoloration. Chemical and
_i: metallo_raphic were used to characterize these surface films.
3. Tensile Testin&
Tensile specimens were machined from the coupons exposed to lithi_uu
and vacuum within the loop and from pretest unexposed coupons. The tensile
specimens were machined at Metcut Research Associates, Inc., Cincinnati,
_ Ohio, to the dimensions given in Figure 23.
All tensile coupon specimens were in the fully recrystalllzed con-
_' dition prior to exposure to the loop test condlt_ons. Those specimens
in the pretest recrystallized condition were given a simulated postweld
anneal of 1 hour at 1315°C (2400"F). The posttest specimens had been
_nnealed for 1 hour at 1315ec (2hOOeF) during the postweld annealing of
loop components during fabr_Qtlon, in addition to being exposed to
lithium at 10h0ec (1900_F) for 7500 hours. This an,lealgave the pretest
control specimens the same thermal history as the posttest specimens
prior to their exposure to test conditions. This approach facilltsted
a determination of the effect of the lithium and vacuum exposure during
the loop test on the mechanical properties of the alloys. The results
of the room temperature tensile tests performed to determine the effects
of the lithium exposure and the vacuum exposure on the ultimate tensile
strength, yield strength, and ductility of the tested alloy specimens
are shown in Table i0.
,,, , ,,, [
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The ultimate tensile and yield strengths of the ASTAR 8_1C alloy
in the pesttest condition showed a def_nlte decrease from their pretest
values. For example, the decreases noted in the 0.2-percent yield
strength were 15 percent for the lithium exposed specimen and l0 per-
cent for the vacuum exposed specimen. The ultimate and yield strengths
of the vacuum exposed A_TAR 811C alloy are slightly higher than the
values obtained on the specimen_ exposed to lithium indicating possib±e
effects of lithium exposure on the alloy, i% should also be noted that
the ASTAR 811C alloy in the lithium exposed posttest condition showed a
slight discoloration and weight gain during the test. There was little
change noted in the ductility of the ASTAR 8110 alloy specimens a_ a
result of the lithium and vacuum exposures.
The results of the room temperature tensile tests on the ASTAR 811CN
specimens were similar to those obtained on the ASTAR 811C specimens
described above, however, the decreases in ultimate and yield strengths
as a result of lithium and vacuum exposures were greater. For example,
the decreases noted in the O.2-percent yield strength were approximately
25 percent for both the lithium and vacuum exposure specimens. These
results for the 811CN specimen are in reasonable agreement with the 33-
percent decrease in 0.2-percent yield strength (96.0 ksi to 64.4 ksi)
noted for 811CN tensile specimens exposed to lithium for 3500 hours at
approximately I135°C (2075°F) in the Valve Test Loop (ref 6). It is of
interest to note that the 811CN alloy exhibited approximately i0 percent
more tensile elongation that the 811C alloy in all conditions. It may be
concluded from the results on both the 811C and 811CN specimens that the
changes noted in the room temperature tensile properties are primarily
the result of the thermal treatment and not the lithium exposure.
The ultimate tensile and yield strengths of the W-Re-Me Alloy 256
specimens in the posttest condition showed a definite decrease from
their pretest values. Unlike the ASTAR alloys, the W-Re-Me Alloy 256
showed no change in ultimate tensile strength between specimens in the
lithium exposed and vacuum exposed posttest conditions. The yield
strengths of the vacuum exposed W-Re-Me Alloy 256 specimens are slightly
higher than those of the lithium exposed specimens. There was a slight
reduction in ductility of the W-Re-Me Alloy 256 specimens in the post-
test conditions as compared with pretest values although there was no
difference in ductility values between the two posttest conditions.
Coupling the changes in ultimate tensile strength, ductility, and slight
changes in yield strength of W-Re-Me Alloy 256 specimens in the two
separate posttest conditions with the results of pretest values, it is
felt at this time that changes are associated with thermal conditions
rather than lithium exposure.
4. Chemical Anal_ei._s
Samples for chemical analysis were removed from the ends of the
tensile specimen coupons and analyzed for oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen
by the vacuum fusion technique and for carbon by the combustlon conducto-
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metric technique. Samples were _bta_ned in _he pretest annealed, e poet-
test lithi_-expoeed, "e and poetise% vacua-exposed "_ conditions, The
resu/ts of the_e analyces are presented _n Table Ii along with chemleal
analyses of pretest recry_talllzed mater_al. In general, lltt_e change
in oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, or _rb_n concentration was observed a_ a
result of the one hour _t 1316°C (2400:F). A slisht innrea_e in _h,
nitrogen concentration of ASTAR 811ON (107 to _30 ppm) and decrease in
the oxygen concentration of th_ W-Re-M_ alloy (89 to 40 ppm) waA noted.
AS may be seen in Table II, no differences in hydrogen (_oncentratl<_nwere
noted in any of the test specimens.
The changes in the carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen concentrat_on_ of
the specimens as a result of the 7500-hour exposure at I040°C (1900_F) to
flowing lithium and the vacuum envlronment are given in Table 12. The
marked difference in behavior between the ASTAR 811C and 811CN Is some-
what Eurprising considering the similar base compositions of _he two
alloys.""s
The long-term exposure to lithium resulted in significant increases
in the carbon concentration in 811C and decreases in the carbon, nitrogen,
and oxygen concentrations of the 811CN specimen. The loss In carbon and
nitrogen noted in the 811CN specimen in this test is in agreement wlth
the losses noted on 811CN specimens exposed to flowing lithium at I120°C
(20_O°F) in the Valve Test Loop, (ref 6). The W-Re-Mo Alloy 256 specimen
showed increases in carbon and nitrogen concentrations as a result of
exposure to lithium, which is also in agreement with increases in these
elements noted in specimens in the referenced test, (ref 6).
The changes noted in the chemistry of the test speclmens as a result
of the long-term exposure to the iS"_ _/m_ (i0"_ tort) vacuum environment
at lO_O°C (1900eF) are also given in Table i_. The changes noted for the
811C and 811C_ specimens were similar to those noted as s result of ex-
posure to lithium, i.e., gains in carbon end nitrogen concentration of
the 811C specimen and losses in ,"ese elements in _he 811ON specimen.
5. Meta!lg_raDhic Examination
Metallographic examination of the tensile specimens after exposure
to the lithium revealed no evidence of corrosion. Examination cf those
specimens exposed to the high-temperature vacuum environment revealed no
Pretest material given a simulated postweld anneel of 1315°C (_h00oF)
"" Posttest material given one-hour anneal of 1315°C (_O0°F) during
postweld anneal of test loop.
ees ASTAS 811C Specimens: Ta-7.3W-O.98Re-0.86Hf.
ASTAR 811CN Specimens: Ta-6.SW-I.03Re-IHf.
......... i
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ev_denQe of s_face reaotions, _epreeentatlve photomicrographs of e_ch
specimen are shown in Figures 24 through 26.
Examination of the ASTAR 811C specimens exposed to lithium and
vacuum revealed slight grain growth when compared to the unexposed specl-
mens. No _rain growth was observed in the exposed W-Re-Mo Alloy 256
specimens.
The ASTAR 811CN alloy specimens contained in the loop were inadvert-
ently exposed in the as-rolled condition rather than the recrystallized
condition. Fo_.lowing exposure to the lithium and vacuum at 1040eC (1900eF),
the ASTAR 811CN alloy specimens were fo_md to be partially recrMstallized.
Figure 25 shows the pretest and posttest ASTAR 811CN microstructures.
During room temperature tensile testing, the exposed ASTAR 811CN
alloy specimens exhibited longitudinal crackin_ extending from the frac-
ture surface. Examples of this type of cracking are shown in Figure 27.
It is believed that the cracking is associated with induced stresses
introduced during the rolling operation. Since the sheet specimens were
in the as-rolled condition prior to exposure, it is probable that the
residual stress remained in the partially recrystallized specimens after
the 5000-hour exposure at lO_OeC (1900°F) to contribute to this type of
fracture. As necking occurs the stress is built in the region of maximum
strain near the surface of the specimen and is relieved during fracture
by propagation of the longitudinal crack.
Additional metallographic examination of the lithium-exposed ASTAR
811C alloy test specimen revealed the presence of the surface film. This
fiLm is believed to be TaoC, detected by X-ray diffraction of the speci-
men surface. _o surface _ilm or reaction areas were observed on the
lithium-exposed W-Re-Mo Alloy 2_6 specimens. As indicated earlier, X-ray
diffraction of the surface of this alloy showed the presence of the
complex compound (Mo-W)2C.
6. X-r_ Diffraction Anal_sis
X-ray diffraction analysis on tensile specimens exposed to lithium
within the loop indicated the presence of the complex compound (Mo-W)2C
on the surface of the W-Re-Mo Alloy 256 and single-phase Ta2C on the sur-
face of the ASTAR 811C alloy. The presence of the carbides is in good
agreement with the previously reported weight gains and discolorations
noted on these _lloys. Chemical analyses of these two alloys also showed
an increase in carbon interstitial concentration. There was no second
_ phase detected by X-re_Vdiffraction analyL.s of the ASTAR 811CN a11oy.
D. CORROSION SPECIMENS
As described previously a vertical section of the loop was designed
_ to contain tubular corrosion specimens of the three advanced tantalum
_._ refractory alloys: T-Ill, ASTAR 811C and ASTAR 811CN for posttest
. _ i i J
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i corrosion evaluation in a ]-inch diameter container tube, The e_rrosion
specimens were exposed to f]ow_ng lithium with a ve+ocity _,f apprnx%rmLtely
3,3 m/see (10 Crises). The flow was dLrmt:ed +hrot_gh the a_r_ulue f_rmed
by the corrosion specimens and the cento,' rod. The OP suYl _.e_ were _n
contact wASh essen_ially st_.gnant ]_fh}_t_ll dur:r_ t_e test, _vnluatlon of
I the corrosion test specimens Included visual examlnat_on, weight change
i measurements, ehemlcal analysis, metallo_raphi,'examination _nd X-ray
diffraction analysis.
¢
I. Visua_ Examination
The appearance of the corrosion specimen test section specAmens
before test and following test revealed that the ASTAB 83.10and 811CN
specimens had a definite gold-colored surface possibly due t_..the f_,rma-
tion of a thin nitride f_imo No d_scoloration ¢,f_he T-_ll speoJmens was
noted.
2. _ei_bt Chan_e Measurement
Table 13 lists the weight changes for the corrosion test specimens
arranged in the order of the specimens position in the test section. All
specimens showed significant weight gains with the exception of the T-Ill
specimens. Not all the specimens were of the same length and, therefore,
the weight change per unit of ID surface area which is given in Table 13
is the best measure of weight change. The weight gains per unit of ID
area were slightly larger in the lower temperature regions of the test
section near the lithium exit. It is surprising that the 811C specimens
showed significantly larger weight gains than the 811CN specimens when
one considers the similarity in the base composition of the two alloys.
The T-ill _pecimen from the top of the test section showed a very slight
weight lose while the specimen from near the lithium exlt exhibited a
very small weight gain.
3, Chemical Analysi_
Samples for chemical analysis were removed from _he corrosion test
specimens and analyzed for oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen by the vacuum
fusion technique and for carbon by the combustion conduc_ometrlc._ecb-
nique. Samples were obtained in the pretest annealed and positeat
lithium exposed conditions. The results of these ana)yses are presented
in Table i_.
In general the ABTAR 811CN specimens _bowed an increase in corb_n
concentration in the cooler portions of the _pecJmen housing end _)-
creases in nitrogen and _mygen concentrations. ASTAR 8]IC eillcy_p,.ci-
mens showed a somewhat different behevior with regard to carbon con-
centration, when compared with the _STAR 81ICN alloy spe_'imens
The carbon concentration of the ASTA_ 811C alloys decreased while
there was an increase in nitrogen and oxygen concentrations. The T-Ill
i
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&lloy specimens showed &h increase in carbon and ox'd'gefl conaenCr_tlofls
but little change in nitrogen c_ncen_ration.
If the chemle&l analyses of the AflTAR811C and ASTAR 811CN alloy
t.nsile specimens are compared with tlm chemle_l _nalys,_ t_fthe A_T._R
81lO and ASTAR 811CN alloy cnrroslon speelJnensindicat_on of interstlt_al
movement is noted. The carbon concentration of the ASTAR 8]1C migrates
from the cooler area of the loop to the hotter are. while %he carbnn
concentration of the ABTAR 811CN mlgrates from the hotter nre_ of the
loo_ to the cooler area.
_. ML_allo_raphlc Ex_nation
Samples were removed from the corrosion specimens for metal lographic
examination. Metallographic exam_nation of the corrosion specimens re-
vealed no evidence of corrosion. Representative photomicrographs of each
specimen are shown in Figures 28 through 30. There was no evldence of a
built-up surface reaction on either the ID or OD of the specimens ex-
posed to flowing or stagnant lithium respectively.
5. X-re_ Diffraction Analysis
Corrosion specimen rings of lithi_ exposed T-Ill, ASTAR 811C, and
ASTAR 811CN alloys were sectioned and flattened so that on X-raM dif-
fraction analysis could be performed on the inside diameter surface of
the specimens. There was no second phase detected by the use of X-ray
diffraction analysis on the surface of the T-Ill alloy specimen. Single-
phase HFC was detected on the surface of the ASTAR 811C and ASTAR 811CN
alloy specimens. Chemloa! analysis of the ASTAR 811CN alloy specimens
showed an increase in carbon interstitial concentration. It should be
noted, however, that chemical analysis of the ASTAR 811C alloy specimens
showed a decrease in the carbon interstitial concentration, indicating
a loss of the carbide strengthening element.
E, LOOP COMPONENTS
i. Visual Examination
The major loop components (fuel element test section, tensile
specimen coupon holder and corrosion specimen test section) were sec-
tioned, cleaned, and visually examined. Visual exsmlnatlon of these
sections, revealed nothing of an unusual nature. Following removal of
the heat rejection _acket from the corrosion specimen test see%ion a
reaction zone was observed in the area of the l_thlum-ar_on interface
region discussed previously. This reaction zone was evident by a dif-
ference in the surface appearance of the tuh_.
_. C_emlca_Anal_sis
Chemical analyses (C, O, N, H) were performed on specimens cut from
,,i l
O0000001-TSCl2
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Lhs fuel specimel_ h_uslng and corr(._ei$,;,nspec:hnen h_mnlng pc_rtlonn af the
Loop. _aI11pleBwere se]tH!te(_n_-ar the inlet port.1_>n:,_,f the fuel speed-
men asd (_cJr%_!B_,(_l|sp(_i'llen ho_lBtn_B And fcolflth_ ]_quld-_ _.n'ter('_ee
regimen of the e,,_rroliLo|_npeoilnei_l_oualnp,, l_c,¢hc,f these rv.mpc,nentt_ were
td'ter the 7_00 hour exposure to flowing ]Ith_!m ir _,_,mpar(.dw|i'h th," pre-
i,e_]t_cxpoBe(_ analyseo il)Tabl,e J_, Ge_)eral!y changes ill it_1,,eri;%_ti_tA
concentratiolm were sl_ght and their _Igni_e(_nce t_)d_fflc_}It to deter-
.fine. '/'heonly large increase was the Inter_t_tlal. (_x_l_enconeent.ratlon
_¢" toe corcosion housing tubln(_ at the l(,eation ('f Ibe ]_fh_1_n-argon
Intirf-ee. 'llhis increase _s not surprising due i } the.prei}en:e.,..;f_he
argon _u_ p_het for 5000 Imurs. Generally spewing, however, chemlcul
(,oneentration changes of the T-ill alloy tubin_ were s]Aght and no
detrimental effects due to the lithium exposure were observed.
3. Me.tal]o_.raphieExamination
Sections were removed from the fuel e]ement and torte,Bins specimen
housings for metallographic examlna_ion. Sectlons were removed from the
1.0" OD T-Ill Alloy fuel element housing tubing in the lithium inlet and
lithium exit regions. _o evidence of corrosion was observed, however,
the amount of second phase precipitate observed was greater in She lithium
inlet section. Representative photomicrographs are shown in Fig_zre 31.
Sections were removed from the lithium inlet and lithium-argon
interface regions of the 1.0" OD T-ill A11,_y corrosion specimen housing.
Again no corrosion was observed but massive second phase pree_pl_atlon
was present. Representative photomicrographs from the two regions ex-
amined are presented in Figures 32 and 33. The second phase precipitate
was present near the surface of both the ID and OD of the tubing, as
shown in Figure 33, which were both essentially exposed to stagnant
lithium. As shown in Figure 3_ there was a s_rface reaction zone present
which was observable in the an polished condition but wn_ loaf following
etehlng and identifleatlon was not posslb_e.
h. Bend Testin_
In addition to the planned postSest evsluatlcn of the 10h0_C
(1900°F) pumped lithium ]cop, a m_nber of T-Ill ALloy _ublng segments
were removed from the fuel element and corros_nn _pec_men housings and
flattened to qualitatively measure their duc_i]Ity.
Tnitially, the specimens were prep_red by c_ttlng approximately
: 1.._ cm (0.5-inch) rings from the contatmnent tubing w_th a tubing cutter.
The specimens were the.: ground flat on meta]lograph_ p,_llsh_ng paper
through 600-grit silicon carbide using waier as the lubrtcsnt_ Generally
about .1 cm (0.05 inch) was removed during th_s operativn. The fine-
i polished flat surface was desirable for observation of crack initiation
i and propagation. The I.D. edges were ]Aght]y filed with a Jeweler's
f_le to smooth the burr fro:a the cutting operation.
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Virtually all e_ples prepared in this manner cranked _n an extremely
brittle manner af_e_ negligible deformation (less _han ,05 cm, 0,020=
_: irish), To elimln_%e this brittle behavior two operations proved _uo-
_ cesaful, 8pecAmens _repare_ by wet po_Jshing were _iven a one ho,_rannea_
=_ at 10_OeC (1900oF) in vacuum and subsequently £1_ttened, The 10_0°C
(1900eF) anneal restored ductility to the s_ecimen_, gecond_y, it wn:1
found that specimens would deform in a ductile manner if the cut sur-
faces were hand filed with a "bastard", half round, cross cut f_3e rather
than polished. Representative photosraphs of bent fuel element housing
rin_s are shown in Figure 35, A bent corrosion specimen houein_ rlng is
shown in Figure 36, To fully understand this brittle=ductile behavior
pattern of T-ill A; .oy tubing material additional evaluation needs to be
performed,
The results of a study of this behavior conducted at Lewis Research
Center (ref 7) has attributed this behavior to hydrogen emhrittlement
sueceptability resulting from a _rain boundary sensitivity existing in
T-ill after aging.
. -- ,,, J
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SU_4ARY OF RESULT8
The purpose of this stu4y was to evaluate the possible corrosion
effects oo_urrln6 in a flowing lithi,_mloop containing the refractory
metals and nuclear fuel _aterlals that might be present in & lithium-
cooled, spaue power re&otor loop operating at lO_OeC (1900eF).
Based upon the results of 7700 hours of loop operation, the fol-
lowing s_m_ari_es the principle results and the conclusions drawn.
(i) There was no significant corrosion effects on or caused by
the T-lll-clad UN fuel specimens in the lithium loop. This is true for
both the sound fuel element specimens and the defected fuel element "
specimens where UN was exposed to the flowing lithium stream.
(2) ,_ere was a loss in the tensile strength of the tantalum and
tungsten alloy specimens which were exposed to the high-temperature loop
conditions. Based on the comparison of room temperature tensile proper-
ties of materials exposed to vacuum and lithium, it must be concluded
that the loss in strength is from thermal effects rather than the lithium
exposure. Future work in this area would require that high-temperature
creep testing be done on exposed materials to determine the full extent
of the effect of high temperature lithium and vacuum exposure on the
long-term performance of the materials.
(3) The evaluation of the 7500-hour test loop components revealed
no significant corrosion in the system. Based upon these test results,
it is concluded that the materials combination tested as representative
of a lithium-cooled reactor system should he compatible with the lithium
environment.
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APP.ENDIXA
Lithium Capsule Tests of Tantalum and Tungsten Alloy Sheet Specimens
As was discussed elsewhere in the text, the I040_C (1900_F) Lithium
Loop was originally scheduled for 1425°C (2600°F) operation; however,
change in NASA goals, etc. revised the operating conditions and objectives
of the test. For 1425°C (2600°F) operation, there was some apprehension
as to the effects of contamination fabrication on the subsequent lithium
exposure of the alloys being considered. The processing history of
typical specimens indicated that some contamination of the specimens
might occur prior to exposure in the loop, and for this reason, it was
deemed advisable to evaluate typical specimens in 1425°C (2600°F) i,o-
thermal lithium capsule tests of I00 hours' duration.
The conditions of the various sheet specimens prior to exposure to
lithium are listed below:
T-Ill, as-received.
T-lll, as-received plus autoclaving for 3 hours at 1750°C (3180°F)
in 6.8 x i0? N/mz (i0,000 psig) helium plus 3 hours at 1425°C
(1600@F) in 1.h x i06 N/m2 (200 psig) helium.
W-3ORe-3OMo, (a) powder process product sheet, as-fabricated.
W-3ORe-3OMo, Powder process product sheet, as-fabricated plus auto-
claving for 3 hours at 1750°C (3180°F) in 6.8 x
l0T N/mz (i0,000 psig) helium.
W-SORe-SOMo, arc cast product sheet, as-fabricated.
W-3ORe-3OMo, arc cast product sheet, as-fabricated plus autoclaving
for 3 hours at 1750°C (3180°F) in 6.8 x i0? N/mz
(i0,000 psi_) helium.
Two T-Ill alloy capsules, measuring 2.54 cm (l.O-_nch) diameter x
.25 cm (O.lO-inch) wall thickness x 14 cm (5.5-inch) length, were used
to test the specimens listed above. The two T-Ill alloy sheet specimens
were placed in one of these capsules and the four W-3ORe-30Mo _lloy sheet
specimens were placed in the other capsule. Lithium used to partially
fill these capsules was purified by hot-gettering with zlrconi_m sheet
for 2hO hours at 81peC (i500°F). Samples of lithitmltaken during the
filling operation were analyzed and found to contain 12 ppm nitrogen.
Both the capsule fillin_ and electron beam welding sealing techniques
were performed in a i0"" N/m2 (i0"s tort) vacuum environment.
(a)Atomic percent.
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The filled capsules were wrapped with Cb-iZr foil and heated for
i00 hours at 1425e_ (2600"F) in a Brew vacuum f1_rnaceat a pressure of
less than 1.3 x i0 I N/m2 (I x 10-5 tort). Fo_lowlng completion of the
test, the capsules were opened in an inert atmosphere chamber, and the
lithium was melted and drained from the capsules. Residual Hth_um was
removed from the tungsten alloy specimens by distillation wh_le the
T-ill specimens were cleaned by dissolution of the residual lithium in
liquid ammonia. Weight change, chemical analysis, metallographlc exami-
nation, and microha_dness surveys were used in the evaluation of the six
test specimens.
The pretest and posttest appearance of the T-Ili sheet specimens
is illu_trated in Figure 37. Chemical analysis and weight change in-
formation on the T-Ill specimens in given in Table 16. A total of three
analyses at two different laboratories were perforlaedfor most of the
elements listed. The principal,changes noted as a result of the 100-
hour exposure to the lithium were the significant weight loss and
oxygen concentration decrease in the sheet specimen which was autoclaved
and heat treated prior to exposure. Approximately 80 percent of the
total weight loss noted is attributed to the phenominal decrease in
oxygen concentration. Previous investigators have noted substantial
leaching of oxygen from unalloyed columbium and tantalum by lithium (ref
8), but never with gettared alloys, such as T-Ill containing 2% hafnium,
to the extent noted in this experiment. The relative high temperature
of this experiment compared to most of the other test results which have
been reported is thought to be the major factor responsible for the
nearly total deoxidation observed in the current experiment.
The metallographic appearance of cross sections of the T-ill sheet
specimen which was heat treated before exposure to lithium in a T-ill
capsule for i00 hours at 2600OF is shown in Figure 38. The gross oxygen
contamination of the T-ill sheet is readily apparent as evidenced by
the abundance of both grain boundary and bulk precipitate, which _s
assumed to be hafnium oxide particles. Lithium exposure caused a sub-
stantial reduction in the amount of oxide precipitate in the structure.
The surface regions are particularly void of precipitate suggesting that
a slight oxygen gradient still exists in the sheet specimen despite the
full-section oxygen concentration of only 24 ppm. Diamond Pyramid
Hardness (DPH) surveys were performed on specimen cross sections before
and after exposure and indicated no detectable hardness gradient in the
_._ specimens. It is interesting to note that the sheet specimen was
slightly harder following lithium exposure (and deoxldation) than before
test. No corrosion of the specimen surface could be detected.
The chemical analyses of the powder prod,_ctand arc cast product
W-SORe-30Mo (a/o) sheet before and following exposure to lithium for i00
hours at 2600OF are given in Table 17. No significant changes in con-
centrations of oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, or carbon were detected. The
GE-NMPO carbon analyses, which are conslderab_y lower than the GE-SPPS
carbon numbers, are considered to be the more accurate of the two sets
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of val_es. Unfort_atel_, there was insuff_cient sa._ple to obtain post-
tent aE-NMPO carbon values. The positive weight changes listed are
attributed in large measure to surface contamination during the vacuum
distillation operation used to remove resldual lithium from the speci-
mens. (Dissolution In liquid ,mmonla has been adopted as the standard
cleaning procedure for alkali metal test specimens.)
The metallograp_ic appearance of the autoclaved W-30Re-30Mo sheet
speaimens before and following exposure to lithi_n is shown in F_gures 39
and _0. Powder product sheet specimens of the alloy are presented in
Figure 39 and show the fine-grained structure typical of the alloy pre-
pared by this method. Examination of the surfac, of the tested specimen
revealed no evidence of corrosion. The grain bou ""*7 particles evident
in the microstructure of the teated specimens is s_na phase which devel-
oped as a result of the thermal exposure of the corrosion test. M_cro-
structures of autoclaved and tested sheet specimens prepared from arc
cast alloy are illustrated in Figure 40 and again no evidenLe of cor-
rosion was observed. The grain size of the arc cast product sheet is
quite a bit larger than the powder product materials shown in Figure 39
and the structure is considerably cleaner. Again, a considerable amount
I of sigma phase developed as a result of the thermal treatment during the
corrosion test.
I The capsule test results descrlbed above indicate that T-Ill andW-30Re-30Mo (a/o) specimens of the type describe above c n be p ace
I! in the I_25ec (2600OF) Lithium Loop without fear of catastrophic lithium
penetration.
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APPB_DIX B
Flowmeter Callbratlon
The flowmeter was calibrated by making an energy balance across
the lithium heater and plotting this calculated rate a_ e function of
millivolts output at different BM pump power ilevels.
The flow rate is calculated from the f_:_lowlngrelationship.
where W • flow rate (pounds per hour)_
= heater power input (kilowat_.s)_
QHL = heat losses (est_mated)(Ki_owatts);
C • specific heat of lithium at operating temperature
P (Btu per pound per °F);
T7 • heater exit temperature (eF);
T_ = heater inlet temperature (°F)_
3_i_ - conversion from Btu per hour to kw.
This calculation is repeated for a number of heater power levels,
EM pump power levels, and AT's to yield a sufl'ic_entnumber of points
to obtain the plot shown in Figure 41.
,,,,, ,
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TABLE 1
LXTHIt_4LOOP DESXGN OPERATXNG CO:|DXTIONS
w F
Primary Loop Construction Material T-ill
Coolant Lithium
Flow Rate 105 Kg/hr (236 Ibs/hr)
Velocity
Heater 3 m/see (i0 ft/_ec)
Fuel Section 1.5 m/see (5 ft/sec)
Tensile Test Section 3 m/sec (i0 ft/se_)
Corrosion Specimen Section 3 m/see (i0 ft/aec)
Internal Pressure 3.5/lOSN/m_ (50 psia)
MaximumTemperat,_'e 1040°C _1900°F)
Temperature Drop in }{eatRejector hO°C (70°F)
Power Input _ kw
Test Duration Phase I 2500 hours
Phase Ii 5000 hours
Test Envlronmen_ (Vacuuz) 1.3 x 10-6 N/m_ (i x 10-6
torr)
PRECEDINGPAGEBLANKNOT FILMW
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TABLE 2
RESULTS OF CXEMICALANALYSISOY T-111 SPECD_S FROMI-ROUR -
240Qo F VACUUMANNEALOF THE 1040 o C (19000 F) LITH_'UI'4LOOP
AT STELLITE
i ,,,,,,,
Chemloal AnalvsAsI p_
c o N .
Unexposed (a) 52 14 26 1
Annealed (wrapped
in Cb-IZr foil) 47 15 6 < I
Annealed (not
wrapped) 57 59 9 < 1
i ,,,,, -- . ,
,.. ,., w • ,,
(a)
MCN 04B-121-01, O.040-1noh-thick sheet,
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!_, T_LE 3
?
LITHIUM A_LY_IB - 1040 ° C (1900 ° F) LZTIIIUM LOOP
E
-- Concontration_ pl>m
From Still (a) From Transfer (b)
! Receiver S_etem F_ (c)
! Oxygen 32,49 25 28
Nitrogen 3,4 2,2 2,3
Cnrbon 88 86 76
Silver < 5 < 5 < 5
_i Aluminum 25 5 5
Boron < 75 < 75 < 75
Barium < 75 < 75 < 50
Beryllium < S < 5 < 5
Calcium 50 5 25
Columblum < 25 < 25 < 25
Cobalt < 5 < 5 < 5
Chromium < 5 < 5 < 5
Copper 5 5 5
Iron 5 < 5 5
Magnesium 5 5 5
Manganese < 5 < 5 < 5
+ Molybdenum < 5 < 5 < 5
Sodium < 125 < 135 --
Nickel < 5 < 5 < 5
i Lead < 50 < 50 < 50
r
Silicon 5 S < 5
Tin < 25 < 25 < 25
Strontium 25 < S 50
Titanium < 25 < 25 _ 25
i i V_nadium < 25 < 25 < 25
Zirconium < 25 < 25 < 25
: [ I m
Vii
(a) Sample No. 2767 - Lithium from still receiver prior to
@: 1040° C (1900 ° F) loop fill.
(b) Sample No. 2778 - Lithium from 1900°P loop till system
flush at 2600 C (500 ° F).
(c) Sample No. 2777 - Lithium from 1900°F loop flush at
230° C (450 ° F).
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TABLE 4
Lll_IUM _NAL%SI, 10400 C (19000 F) LIT.IL_[ LOOF
Postte_t
Preteat _500 Hrl
Oxygen 28 l.lt)
Nitrogen 2_ 3 lib
Carbon 76 B9
Silver < 5 < 5
Aluminum 8 25
Boron < 75 < 75
Barium <50 < 75
Beryllium < 5 < S
Calcium 25 5
Columblum < 25 < 25
Cobalt < 5 < 5
Chromium < 5 < 5
Copper 5 < 5
Iron 5 < 8
Magnesium 5 < 5
Manganese < B < 5
Molybdenum < 5 < 5
Sodium -- < 75
Nickel < B < 5
lead <50 < 50
Silicon < 5 5
Tin < 25 < 25
Strontlum 50 50
Titanium < 25 < 25
Vanadlum < 25 < 25
Zirconium _ 25 _ 25
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TABLE 5
LZTEI_ AHALYSZS- 1040 ° ¢ (19000 P) LZTHZUHLOOP
Pc)UrgeNt Po_l,t c_l
pl,cteHt 2500 HI'H 7_()0 HrH
mJm_ s/
Oxygen 28 149 55
Nitrogen 2_ 3 118 _ 1
Carbon 76 99 57
Silver < 8 < 5 _ 5
Aluminum 8 28 ,'5
Boron <: 78 *' 75 ,_ 78
Barium _ 80 ,_ 78 _" 75
Beryllium _ 5 < 5 t" 5
Calcium 25 5 8
Columblum _ 25 _ 28 _ 25
Cobalt < 5 t 5 _ 5
Chromium < 5 < 8 < 5
Copper 8 ,_ 5 < 5
Iron 5 _ 5 5
Magnesium 5 _-5 < 5
Mangnneae _ 5 ,-5 ,:" 5
Molybdenum ,_ 5 < 8 ,- 5
Sodium -- ,:" 75 < 25
Nickel _ 5 _" 5 ,"5
Lead • 50 _:"50 ,-50
Silicon ._ 5 5 . 5
Tin 25 • 25 . 25
Strontium 50 50 5
Titanium 25 • 25 25
Vanadium 25 -'25 25
Zirconium _5 25 • 25
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WI_IC,IITS OF T-111 CLAD UN I,'UEL KL_NENT SPECT,MEN8 BEFOREAND
AFTER KXPOSURETO FLOWZHGL],Ttl],UMAT 1040° C (:1.900o F)
Specimen WeiRht? Rreme
Bpeein_n He. Test Hours before Test Atter Te___.....__s_
I,T-I 2500 135.9875 135.9853 -0,O022
LT-2 _S00 135.2553 135.2S24 -0.0022
LT-2 a) 7500 135.2553 135.2816 -0.003?
LT-2 2500 13S.5706 135.5769 -0.002?
LT" ,000 133.5430 123.S42T -0.0003
LT" ,O00 134.3446 134.3403b_ -0.0043
154.3313_" -0.O133
I I I El
e)
Specimen No. IT-2 was removed and weighed after 2800 hours of
testtn; and replaced in te_t section for the ftnal 8000 hours of
loop operation.
b)
Tare weight; detect clad specimen posttest weight obteine_ with
sample in sealed helium-filled transfer bottle,
c) Posttest weight of defect clad specimen obtained ot NASA-Lewis
Research Center followi._ removal from trnnsfer bottle,
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rTAILS 7
W_IGItTS OF Mo..TZMSPACERS LOCATEDBETWEENFUEt, EL_'J4ENTrESTSPECXMEHS DURZNO lOgOc C (1900o F) LITIIXUMLOOP T ST
Specimen woLght I FramS_..______
Specimen No_ Test Hours Before Test A!Jtor T__.,.__._t.
LT-IA 9600 8.?283 S.T_89 6 0.0036
LT-IA s) _SO0 8.7903 8,7323 • 0.0070
LT'BA iS00 8,6408 806446 • 000040
LT-3A SO00 0.8177 8.824S • 0.0088
Spacer LT-IA was removed ,rid wctRhcd nfter 2500 hours of testtt_g
and replaced in teat soctiot_ for thQ finnl 5000 h_u_s of loop
operttion.
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TABLE 8
CHF_tlCALANALYSESOF Mo-TZM SPACERS LOCATEDDETWEENFUEL ELEMENT
TEST SPEC%M_NSDURING 1040 ° C (_900 o F) PUMPEDLITHIUM LOOPTEST
m
,i
m
Chemicnl Anal_stsl ppm
SpeciMen Xo. Test Houl's _ 0 H
LT-1A 7500 213 17 < 1 14
LT-2A aSO0 =le 18 < I 8
LT-BA 5000 212 6 < 1 15
LT-4A Untested 217 22 < 1 2
,a
_Averei_e of Duplicate Dotormin_tlon¢,
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TABLE 11
RESULTSOF TENSILE SPEC._MRNCOUPONCH_ICA_ ^NAL¥1_ FOR
1040° C (19000 F) PUt'_ED LITHIUM LOOP
I
Specimen NoT Materla_ C N 0
PreteMi - Re_[Tmtalli_ed
ASTAR811C 23R_ 270 2_ 3 _l 10 1_ 1
Avg. aBl 3 6 I
ASTAR 81ICH IBI_ 174 101_ 113 87j 91 e 1_ 1
Avg, 103 107 8_ 1
W-Re*Ms Alloy 256 14_ 16 < 1, 3 6_ 11 1,e 1
Avg. 15 3 9 1
Pretest Plus Anneal (a)
1A ASTAR 811C 267_ 262 71 9 13j 1S < l_< 1
Avs. RSO 8 IS < 1
2A ASTAR811CN 170_ 176 127_ 132 34_ 46 < l,e 1
Avg. 173 130 40 < 1
3A W-ae-Mo Alloy 256 19, 22 2_ 3 14j 24 1_< 1
AVN, 21 3 19 1
PoJtteac (b) - _xpoaed to Llthtuu!, at 1040_ C (1900 ° F)
4A ABTAR611C 287, 291 11_ 12 10_ 14 < 1_ 1
Avg, 289 12 12 < 1
SA ABTA_ 811CN 144, 153 81_ 83 IS_ 20 < lj< 1
Avg, 149 82 20 < 1
6A W-Re-Mo Alloy 256 29j 43 3, 4 31, 35 _ 1_< 1
Avg, 36 4 33 < 1
Postteit(b) - Exposed t 9 10"9 Tocr Vacua, at 1040° C _1900 ° F)
?A ASTAR 8llC 277, 281 lO_ 11 23_ 24 < 1_< 1
Avg. 279 11 24 < 1
SA ASTAR 811CN 149_ 158 llq, IS4 31_ 33 < lj< 1
Ave, i_4 122 32 < I
9A W-Re-Mo Alloy _6 19_ 22 1_ I 19, 30 _ 1_< 1
Avg. 21 1 2S < 1
(a) Simulated postweld snne.l st 1 ho0r at 1313 ° C (2400 ° F),
(b) Annealed 1 hour at 1313° C (2400 ° _) durin8 postweld anneal of loop.
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TABLE 13
nZOHTll OF COEROBXONTEST SP_CZ_NS FR(_ 7B(J()-IC_
1040 ° C (19000 _) Pt_PED LZTX_IJMLOOP
M.to,.i.z m,ot.t m,.tto.t -
Llthi_lm XnZot ZlAB ASTARBtlCN m4,0708 24.0?9+ 90.0027 +Z.m
_1040 ° C (_900 ° ?) 11A7 ABTAR811CN 24.0863 24,0892 +0.0027 +1,_
11A6 ASTARBllCN 23.9222 23.9243 90.0021 +0.96
11AS ABTAR811CN 24.0440 24.0458 90.0018 +0.93
IIA4 ASTARSIICN 23.8564 23.8_99 +0.0024 91.1
llA3 ASTARBllCN 24.0591 24.0612 90.0021 +0,99
11A2 ASTARBIICN 24.0628 24.0643 +0.0013 +0.99
llA1 ASTARBI1CN 24.0602 24.0919 90.0016 +0,?3
IOA ASTARSllC 193.0870 193.1237 +0.0387 +2,2
9A T-Ill 192.6900 192.0479 -0.0024 `0.13
1198 ABTAR811CN 94.0176 24.0215 +0.0039 +1.8
1197 ABTAR811CN 23.9931 23.9867 +0.0030 +1.6
11136 ABTAR811CN 24.0181 24.0218 +0.0037 +1.7
1155 ABTARSIICN 24.0846 24.0882 +0.0036 91,6
11E4 ASTAR811CN 24.0879 24.0912 +0.0034 91.3
Lithium Flow 11B3 ASTAR811CN 24.1090 24.1115 +0.0035 +1.6
1152 AgTAR 811CN 23,9448 23.94_ • +0.0039 91.8
11B1 ASTARBllCN 24.1180 24.1213 +0.0033 +1,5
lOB ASTAR811C 192.8546 192.8997 +0.0441 +2.5
9B T-Ill 191._730 191._682 -0.0048 -0.28
11C8 ASTAR811CN 23.9946 23.9997 90.0041 91.9
11C7 ABTAR 811CN 24.0642 24.0684 +0.0042 +1.9
11C9 ASTAR 811CN 23.9796 23.9827 +0.0031 91.4
IIC8 ASTAR 811CN 24.0153 24.0186 +0.0033 +1.5
11C4 ASTAR BllC_ 34.1139 24,1171 +0.0035 91.6
11C3 ABTAR8IIC_ 34.0268 24.0299 90.0031 +1,4
11C2 ASTAR811CN 24,0431 24.0462 90,0031 91.4
_I llCI ASTAR 811CN 23.9324 23.9258 +0.0034 +1,6Llth Im EXit IOC R 194 0899 194 1337 4 9 2._
1000 ° C (1830 ° _) 9C T. 111 193.2919 193.2924 +0.000_ +0,03
* Only the ID surface which was in contnct with the high velocity lithium w_ used
in this calculstlon.
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CIII[MICAL A_I'ALYSIIS OF T-ill BPSC|MI_N_I B_._ORR AND I;'OLLOWINQ
EXPOSUIL_TO LITHXI_I(I) lrOR100 HOUItSAT 142$° C (2600o F)
II
l)eaaription(h ) ConQontrattonI ppm WeiRht CllnngQspcim0, o . I,..!l _ m_,.m'"
T-111 Shoot, II reTetvo_t
Before Lithium Testl 3613S (0) 16i18 lnl 110,122
(lit) (s) ( ,ci) (as) -o.os6
After L£thlum TmItl 18111 S7_44 1_1 108
(sf)
T-111 Sheet, 3 H¢u/| a_
1750¢ C (3180° F) in 10,000
piis Bili_ Plus 3 Kooil st
1425° C (2600o F) in
200 psi8 Hiliil
Before Lithium Test: 2677_21641_15 20_21
(2292) (19) -0,24
,m
After Lithium Teat: 24_24 75,69 2,2 183
(24) (2o)
i ,,
(a) Container capsule: T-111, nitrogen concentration of lithium before teat: 12 ppm
(b) Sheet specimen thickness: 0.35 Tm (0.015 In.)
(e) Upper numbers: GE-BPP8 analysis; lower number ( ): GE-_PO enalyate
,
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TAnL" 17
CIII,:MZCAI+ANAhYN_S (11+ _V-3OIIo-++O_I. (+t/o) Hill I+I _PI,_+II_II'3N8IW,FUI|k' ANI)
FOI,I+OWZNOEXPO_URF,TO L'I_IIIUM (a) Yo_ 100 IIOUR_ A'r tt._+5a C (_600 ° F)
(+'oul!eltl+r+_tloi|, l)pllt Wi,)IHltl Ch_111_i+,
+L_])L+_'J.IIK_I_,)lust rl.pt L.,,m(hI --O-- --N --ll --C li,g rm-
|)owtl_Pr [)l'udtlt't Hh_,+t
{P.++J'Oru AtltOI: lit VJ.ltg : (¢J)
BeJ:oru Lithituu 'l'emt: 18+12 (11) lri 1)1 77,,1
AJtur Lithium Test: 2fl.l_ 3_i 2)l 25 +. 0.tl33
i
l)owdvr Pz.oduet Sheet)
AI'tez' Autoclt, vtng:
Before Lithium 'l'e$t: 18)9 2)1 1+2 ,10)13
After Litltium )l'o_t: ,1_)17 5)1 3j1 23 _ O.O7
Arc C_st mheot+ Before
Autoclaving :
Before LJ t _.{tllit 'lo_t: 59_11 5j2 4_1 96){9
After Lithium Test: 52_27 4_4 3)1 82 + O.O_g
Arc C_st Sheet) After
Autoclovi{lg:
Bcforu LithiunlTv_t: 30)26 flj3 2_2 63_Ii
Aftor Lithium Test: 43_26 2 2_1 52 _ I).lO
(t_) Contninor capsule: T-111; nitrogen concentration oJJlithi.um l)e_oz'e te.t : 1 '_ l)l)m
(b) Sheet _pccilltulttlli_kno_: Ll,OlOInch_
(c) Autoclaving trv.tmont: 3 hours at 1750 ° C (3180 ° F) in 10)000 psig helium
(d) First number: flE-SPPS _ut_lysl._; sec'+olxd Itumbur: OE-NNII_ _+nalysis
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Fi8ure 2. - Schematic diasrem of 1040° C (1900° F) lithium loop, showins
desisn operettnS conditions.
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Figure 12. - 1040° C (1900° F) lithium loop operating temperatures -
2500 hours.
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PiSure 15. - 1040° C (lg00 ° F) lithlum loop oparatin$ temperatures -
?500 hours.
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fl|ura 17, - 10400 C (1900 ° F) l_thium loop ehowlnS location of curl
_0 falove the teat eaatLo_e of heater for penitent evaluation,
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ID Surface
Unatched lO00X J86041C
Fl|ure 19. - Pretest mictuatru_ture of Mo-TZM fuel element spacer
for 1040° C (19000 F) pumped lithium loop.
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i Figure 20. - No-TZM fuel element spacer after 2500 hours exposure
in the 1040° 0 (1900° F) pumped lithium loop.
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FiSura 21. - Mo-TZMfuol element spacer after 5000 hours exposure in
the 1040° C (1900o F) pumped li_h!,am loop.
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X i ,'l_v I P'lat_,
Etched: 50_ Hurakaml's ]I}(IX ,1860]ID
FiSure 22. - Mo-TZM fuel element spacer after 7500 hours exposure
in the 1040 ° C (1900 ° F) pumped llth]um loop.
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Fisure 23. - Desisn of tensile test specimens machined from
sheet coupons exposed in i0_0 ° C (19000 F) lithium loop.
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Figure 2_+ - Nicrostructures of A+_'l_l<811{:N alloy ten++i]e sp¢,clzt+ens,
No corro+_on u'aaobserved on the ]+thlum exposed specJP..ens.
Etchant: 30 _ htll4F- 50 ml tINO3 - 20 mI H?(_.
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Lithium Expusud (K42024_, K42024B)
V_l_:uum Exp,_s,_d (K42026A)
Figure 27. - Miorostructurss of ASTAR 811CN alloy tensile specimens
exhibiting longitudinal cracking from fracture surface. Specimens
exposed to lithium and vacuum for 5000 hours at 1040 ° C (1900 ° F)
prior to tet*slle tcstlng.
Etchant: 30 g NI{4F, 50 ml 11NO3, 20 ml I120.
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F:tgure 28, - Typic,J1 mlcrolittu,'turt_; _l T-Ill _illtLv
corro_4Jotl 8l_(_c_tnlmel _xl_o_;(,<l I_, I]t)wllll_ |Jth_lin_ J!l
the 1040 ° (: (190C) ° I:) lltil!ll,C:d l lthful!; h-'l' for
7500 hotll'!;, ] ()f)X
Etchant t 30 I; NII4I"+ r){I ill] lit;I' I 'ill l' i I] I (1.
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Figure 29. - Typical microstructures of ASTAR 811C
alloy corrosion _peclmens exposed to l]owJug lithlum
in the i040° C (1900° F) pumped ]ithiut:_loop for7500 hours. IOOX
l_tchaI|t:30 g NIIfF, 5{)ml I]No.{,2() I:ll11,(_.
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Figure 30. - Lyl_lc_l] mh. ru41ru_,turen oi As'rAI_ 8llCN
alloy curro._i,,n _q_ectm(,n_ exl,_:_,,d t_, I 1.whq, lltlli_ltn
" 0
in the 1050 (19(}0 I.) i u i,_, 1_ h nil l_,u, lot
750() h_ul :h lOOX
l:tchat_t: '_fl 1__1!z1.', br) till 11:;_, q! 1"4 Ii J_.
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Fig,.zre 31, -- _]c]o!;f:;'ltc|ttlt' (_I '1" i!, nil,". Ira'] Ul'.IT:_'nt
7500 tl_u_:s e:,p(,_mlu to _]uwJll)- liLhi;]t_: h, th(' ]()/*(¢_ ('
(1900 ° I:) p!l._:ped ]ltl.itn_l t(':_t. Iollp. _%(J;<
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Lithium inlet K23031A
Figure 32, - Transverse mlcroetrueture of T-Ill
alley _orroslon specimen housing tubing follow-
ing 7500 hours exposure to e_sentially stagnant
lithium in the 1040 C (1900 F) pumped lithium
test loop, 250X
Et:chant-' 30 g NH4F, 50 ml I_NO3, 20 ml H20,
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Figure 33. - Lonl;itudit_al mlcrolltructur_* (H 'I-.11]
all oy corros!.on 8peC]lllell hou8 {II)', I ttbJllF In l'¢!};[Oll
Of Li-Ar lllter[ace following; /'iO() hm,t_; e>:pomire
to essentl_illy ,.Jtagnant ]Jlhlunl in II 10400 C
{1900 ° I:) pumlmd lithtum te;*t lo_q*. 2!iOX
F,tchant: "t0 l; Nil41, 50 m.1 ltN(I;, 20 i:ll II_ll•
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Figure 34, - Longitudinal section of T-111 alloy
corrosion specimen housing tubing in region of
Lt-Ar interface following 7500 hours exposure toessen_ially stagnant lithium in the 1040 C
(1900 _ F) pumped lithium loop, IO00X
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(s) Before Expo,,,.re to Lithium
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